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From Audioarts...

This Is The Deal
Audioarts Engineering manufactures a complete

line of audio consoles for every size radio station and
market.

Like the brand new RD- I 2/20 series-the latest
in digital technology. Fully modular with three stereo
busses, analog and digital inputs and outputs and
hot-swappable modules.

Or the R- 17: a modular design in a compact
mainframe with everything you demand in a broadcast
console: muting, tallies, machine control, rackmount
power supply-and more.

The R-5: 12 inputs with dual source channels,
exclusive Simple Phone TM telco interface, full function
tape remote and more-all in an affordable package.

R-60: The #1 selling console in the U.S. Fully
modular for any combination of modules, superb audio
performance, LED illuminated switches, dual inputs on
each channel and a wealth of complete features
engineered by the Wheatstone design team.

From on -air to production, we have a console
to fit your needs with no compromise in quality
or performance.

And These Are The Dealers
Broadcast Supply Worldwide Crouse-Kimzey: RF Specialties: Southampton. PA
Tacoma, WA Colorado Springs. CO Concord, CA Phone: 888-260-9298
Phone: 800-426-8434 Phone: 800-257-6233 Phone: 888-737-7321 Fax: 215-322-4585
Fax: 800-231-7055 Fax: 719-392-8879 Fax: 925-687-9991 Email:
Email: info@bswusa.com Email: ledwards@proaudio.com Email: newbro@ix.necom.com harrylarkin@compuserve.com
Broadcasters General Store Lynn, IN Santa Barbara, CA Pittsburgh, PA
Ocala, FL Phone: 877-223-2221 Phone: 800-346-6434 Phone: 724-733-1994
Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax: 765-874-2540 Fax: 805-682-5170 Fax: 724-327-9336
Fax: 352-629-7000 Email: bpike@proaudio.com Email: rfsca@aol.com Email: rfo.aub.net
Email: bgs@atlantic.net Annapolis, MD Valparaiso. FL Amarillo. TX
S.C.M.S. Phone: 800-955-6800 Phone: 800-476-8943 Phone: 888-839-7373
Pineville. NC
Phone: 800-438-6040

Fax: 410-754-9999
Email: kkaras@proaudio.com

Fax: 850-729-2744
Email: rfoffl@aol.com

Fax: 806-373-8036
Email: rfstx@compuserve.com

Fax: 704-889-4540 Fort Worth, TX Kearney, MO Seattle, WA
Email: sales@scmsinc. corn Phone: 800-433-2105 Phone: 800-467-7373 Phone: 800-735-7051

Fax: 972-623-2800 Fax: 816-628-4508 Fax: 206-937-8544
Email: mbradford@proaudio.com Email: rfmo@sky.net Email: jerryhill@csi.com

Tel: 252-638-7000 Fax: 252-637-1285
E-mail: sales@wheatstone.com AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

A Division of Wheatstone Corporation
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ENCO f Orban # Harris= DADpRo.32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Harris now exclusively represents the new and improved DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

RRIS
1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications
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WAKE UP TO THE
#1 MORNING TEAM IN

kiI Y.MAJOR MARKET.

Short/cut Editor
Er mvhing you need to get your
hottest phone calls edited and

on -air in record time.

Morning radio should be

fresh, alive and spontaneous.

And 360 Systems' Morning

Team works with you to

make it happen.

Wake up your audience

and grab them with Instant

Replay. All of your best bits are

there when you need them -
like having 50 cart machines

pre -loaded and ready to fire.

With the Short/cut Editor, you won't drop a beat when you're

editing calls, interviews and promos. It's the fastest, easiest

two -track audio editor a jock ever rocked a scrub -wheel on.

No tape, no computer hassle and no"learning curve"-

anyone can use it, and everyone will.

Timing is everything

in live radio and this

team helps keep the

show moving.

Sound good to you?

Save your sanity and let your

on -air personalities go crazy.

Morning radio was meant to be fun, and the 360 Systems

Morning Team will help you keep it that way.

Inseam,. RfplIfy.

4111111111111111111111111111"r"'

Thousands of 360 Systems Instant Replay and Short/cut teams

are hard at work every day. To find out what that means for you,

call (818)991-0360 or visit our website at www.360systems.com.

Instant Replay®
24 hours of your best audio clips, quips

and sound effects, right at your fingertips.

For more information call (818)991-0360 / Fax (818)991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com

1996 360 Systems Instant Replay Short cut and Me 360 Systems I mo are trademarks of 360 Systems.
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Being connected

The transition from an analog world to a digital one
has certainly proved to be a slow process. Sure,
some segments seem to have been conquered

overnight, but even the introduction and acceptance of
the compact disc took a few years. The CD has shown
an incredible longevity in the technology arena where
technology can become outdated before it is even
introduced to the marketplace.
As technologies come and go, some stick around and

make a mark. Others fade away. The digital compact
cassette did not make it. The MP3 format, on the other hand,

is proving to be big a winner. The
Internet as a whole has also proved its
metal for those that use it and those
who do business with it.

Being online is almost a given. It is
unusual to meet someone who does
not have an e-mail address. Today,
we wonder how anyone can survive
without e-mail, when only a few
years ago none of us had e-mail.
Now, I have six e-mail addresses that
can be used to get in touch with me.
(Two of them are listed on this

page). Some people would be unable to function with-
out a cell phone and pager. I cannot function when I have
to go more than one day without checking my e-mail.

It's no longer a question of whether or not you are
online. Now it's a question of how you are connected.
The availability of high-speed access services in homes
has grown considerably. Fast POTS modems are a good
start, but ISDN, DSL and cable modems really get the data
moving and can spoil you quickly.

The ways to get online vary. In most offices, the
Internet connection is through the computer network
and a very high capacity line like a T1. Dial-up modems
are still the most popular for home use. In the U.S., cable
modems have a much larger market share of broadband
services than DSL. Surveys have shown that DSL use is
on the rise. While more consumers are familiar with cable
modem service than DSL, the marketing efforts for DSL
services are increasing.

Online streaming media continues to grow in popular-
ity. Listening to a radio station in another part of the
country is common. The issue of download rates be-
comes very important for high -quality listening, espe-
cially for audio. It's interesting how our eyes can adjust
to choppy or skipping video, but we cannot tolerate any

kind of audio drop out. Higher capacity access is required
to enjoy high -quality audio reliably.

The next step in wired access is integration of all services
to one vendor. Telephone, Internet access, and video and
audio entertainment will one day all come from one wire.
There have already been attempts at this by telcos that
want to provide cable service and cable companies that
want to offer telephone service. So far, these endeavors
have been unsuccessful. As the focus shifts away from
discrete services (e.g., telephone, cable, radio) and toward
aggregate bandwidth, all -in -one services will move in.

The key will be in the convenience of services. We like
discrete appliances. A radio works very well as a radio. A
desktop computer may be able to provide the same
function, but waiting 10 minutes for it to boot, log in,
access the audio server and begin the streaming down-
load is not very efficient. It is also not very economical
to use a $2,000 piece of equipment to do the same job
as a $20 table radio.

What is needed is operational simplicity like that of a
telephone for phone calls, a radio for audio entertain-
ment and a TV for video. To take advantage of these
integrated services, Internet -capable appliances need to
become accepted. The service can be integrated, but the
interface needs to be unique to the application.

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

On the road:
Chriss will be presenting at the NAB convention
on Wednesday, April 12 at the SBE Ennes Radio
Workshop. Chriss will deliver opening remarks
on Internet Broadcasting for the afternoon

gment .n room N250.

READER RESPONSE

beradio@intertec.cmn

FAX:
.9131967-1905
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tr#vzqx Contract Engineering

Handheld computers
By Kirk Harnack

palmtop and pocket -sized computers help engi-
neers with everyday tasks. Many broadcast engi-
neers now use handheld computers to work more

efficiently and manage larger workloads. How can one of
these devices help you?

Handheld beginnings
lite Apple NoAton m. as perhaps the first effective

handheld computer. In addition to the usual personal
information management (PIM) functions, this early -

1990s device offered e-mail, faxing, Internet connectiv-
ity and IP networking.
The early promises of those first units are easily made

good for engineers today. Moreover, today's computers
are more convenient and less expensive to implement

than they were seven
or eight years ago. The
original Apple Newton's

design was so effective
that many of today's hand-

held computers are styled
in a similar fashion.

Numerousversions of handheld PCs
are available. All otter consider-
able power in a small package.

Handhelds for today
As with other computing

hardware, the capabilities of
handheld computers are spi-

raling upward while their cost is
coming down. This makes hand-
helds affordable, efficient work
tools for engineers. Soon we
will wonder how we ever func-

tioned without them.
Basic PIMs are available for

well under $100. These devices
are useful for keeping telephone

numbers and addresses as well as for noting "to-do" items
and keeping a calendar. However, the most useful
features and the ability to run custom applications only
appear on handheld computers - those with recog-
nized operating systems. These devices usually cost
from $200 to $900 and come equipped with basic
hardware and software for PC synchronization.

Many broadcast engineers have chosen 3Com's Palm
series handheld computers. These personal digital assis-
tants (PDAs) are both affordable and powerful. Surplus
Palm Pilot and Palm III units are available for well under
$200, while the more powerful Palm V, Vx and VII models
come at a more premium price, up to about $500.

The software and applications included with a Palm
device are quite powerful and convenient to use. The
standard features alone, like an address book, appoint-
ment calendar, calculator and memo pad, make them
useful. Using a PDA simply for routine functions makes
them valuable tools.

Handhelds can also be synchronized with desktop PCs.
This synchronization capability is arguably the most
powerful and useful feature with any PDA. For Palm
PDAs, third -party sync software is available. However,
the software included with a Palm computer is impres-
sive and easy to set up.

One desired consequence of frequent synchronization
is the creation of a portable data backup. Last year, my
laptop computer was stolen from my vehicle - and with
it all of the information stored in Outlook. However, my
Palm V was not stolen, and I simply synced it with a new
laptop. The data was restored, saving countless hours of
typing :tnd note taking.

Outside the box
hill-tunLtion handheld computers are most helpful in

performing tasks beyond those of a PIM. For the Palm
series of PDAs, there are literally thousands of commercial,
shareware and freeware applications available.

Many of these applications are improvements over
those included with the device. Some are "front ends" for
sophisticated PC applications, making them more usable
on a handheld computer. Other applications are more
specific to certain job functions, such as those found in
broadcast engineering.

Of particular use to engineers are terminal emulation
programs that allow command and programming of serially
controlled broadcast devices. Using a program written for
the Palm operating system (OS) such as TermPilot, Accesslt
or Dicon, an engineer can connect a Palm PDA to serially
controlled equipment. Devices such as satellite receivers,
programmable interface boxes and programmable button
boxes are becoming commonplace.

One may use the interface and charging cradle that
comes with a Palm PDA, or an optional, smaller serial
interface cable may be used for the physical connection.
Terminal software is then invoked to send commands to
the controlled device and display responses. Using a
Palm PDA can be much more convenient than connect-
ing a desktop PC or even a laptop PC, especially in
cramped quarters or remote locations.

Groups of engineers can stay coordinated using a
program such as PalmTask. This program enables

8 BE Radio April 2000 www.beradio.com
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Contract Engineering
management and coworkers
to delegate and manage their
task workloads. It synclunniz
es tasks through Windows
9x/NT workstations and Paln i
devices via the HotSync Man-
ager. Engineering manager,
can create and deliver tasks
for others with details, prior-
ity, due date and location:
they can also keep informed
of task status.

It is always handy to have
reference information dom..
by. Rather than carrying an
electronics reference book
there are Palm applications
and databases designed to
locate and show the information you may need quickly.
PocketEE is one such collection of electronics analysis
and design tools. It includes a voltage divider, capacitor
code, op amp gain, and resistor color -code calculator.

Do you have a GPS receiver? If it offers a serial data
output, you may be able to interface it to map data stored
in a Palm PDA. Atlas and MapBook are two applications
designed to display maps using GPS data. With Atlas, add
a map appropriate for the Palm, plug in the GPS receiver,
and Atlas directs you to your destination by pinpointing

In411 1111

4111111,
%sr

Handheld computers can be used for basic data
storage and serial data control.

your position and scrolling the map in real
time. Atlas also allows you to add your
own reference points. With some tweak-
ing and interfacing to a database program,
the combination of GPS and a Palm PDA
could make AM and FM field -strength
readings easier and more accurate.

No wires, no RF
One added convenience several hand-

held PDAs offer is being equipped with
an Infrared (IR) port. Data, programs,
address, contacts and to-do lists can eas-
ily be shared in a few seconds. This
information can be shared among PDA
users as well as transferred to a host
computer. With the right software, a
Palm can even be programmed to act as

an IR remote control, albeit a rather expensive one.
Handheld PDA technology has reached a point where

it is stable, useful and affordable. Most, if not all, engineers
can benefit from the convenience and productivity Palm
and other PDAs offer.

Kirk Hamack, BE Radio's consultant on contract engineering, is
president of Hamack Enginering, Cleveland, MS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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John Boy & Billy rely on:

NexGenDIGITAL
Broadcast

#1
Add

" John Boy and Billy here with some words of
praise for our friends at Prophet Systems...

...Our research constantly reminds us that music on our show is very important to our listerers.
And that made for a special problem when we decided to expand our syndicated morning snow
beyond the nearly 100 Rock and Roll affiliates and offer the same show to Country stations!

Our dream was to be able to provide our show live to both formats - simultaneously - with Rock songs going to Rock affiliates and
Country songs going to Country affiliates.

We looked at nearly every computer -based digital audio system out there (well, ok, someone on the staff did) and the Prophet system
was the system that would even come close to allowing us to do it.

So with some creative rearranging of the system on our side, utilizing Prophet, we were not only able to accomplish the impossible dream
of multi -format live delivery, we were also able to time shift the show on both formats so that affiliates in other time zones could take
the show on a delayed feed in their markets 6-10 AM!

Hey man! The show is even heard in Japan ...thanks to Prophet Systems Innovations!

With Prophet Systems at the heart of the John Boy & Billy Radio Network - the only limitation is our imagination!

John Boy & Billy
of the John Boy & Billy Radio Network, an AMFM, Inc. Syndicated Show

n Broadcast.com!
ng two new formats

this summer.

PROPHET SYSTEMS
ti o V .1 t 1 0 11 1 Visit us in Vegas at NAB booth R3189 877/774-1010

www.prophetsys.com

GOING DIGITAL MEANS GOING PROPHET!
Circle (108) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Five Crown Broadcast

FM30 Transmitters were the
backbone of the nearcast

network at the biggest sporting
event on the planet.
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Crown transmitters are the standard for many
LPFM and FM nearcast applications throughout
the world with power levels and flexibility to
meet any broadcast requirements. Crown
Broadcast transmitters are designed and
engineered to the same reliable performance
standards known worldwide as the 'tallmarks of
all Crown products.

Enjoy on -air confidence with compact transmitter
designs that integrate audio processing, stereo
generation and RF amplification. Choose from
custom configurations for innovative solutions to

Crown International Inc. 1 718 W Mishawaka Road

meet any broadcast needs. And, be confident in
your choice, with service from some of the finest
talent in the industry.

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for
more information about the versatile transmitters
from Crown Broadcast. Phone: 800-294-8050; Fax:
219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com
www.crownbroadcast.com

NAB Booth #R984

crownbroadcast
Elkhart Indiana  800-294-8050  www.crowrbroadcastcom
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Managing Technology

Making money on the Web
By John Caracciolo

ttention radio executives: Wake up, get your Wave the banner
heads out of the sand and pay attention. This new t.trst, do what you already know how to do, which is selling

edium is about to compete with you for local and advertising on the site. However, do not expect your
national advertising dollars. You must find out how to current AEs to add this new technology to an existing client's
embrace this new broadcast advertising technology and order with the hope of increasing that order by 20 percent.
make money for your radio stations with the Web. Most of the time, the AE will look for the easy way out and

Radio can actually profit from and still compete with the bonus the
Internet. Unlike televi-
sion and print, radio and
the Web can coexist.
The two can realize in-
creased revenue and
partnership pcissibilities
while promoting each
other and growing into
the new millennium.
Stations with active for-
mats such as modem
or alternative rock, Hot
AC or Top 40 stand to
benefit the most from
the Net. In most of these
active formats, P1 lis-
teners are on the Net.

Internet ad to close the radio advertising.
Remember, our goal is new revenue.

Instead, have your new media ac-
count executive make a separate sales
call. Our NMAE specializes in event
and nontraditional revenue opportuni-
ties for existing and new clients. Our
existing clients are given the courtesy
of first right for a promotion or banner
space on the site, with a small discount
for being a radio -station client. The
NMAE does not pitch radio, but con-
centrates rather on selling the Net.
Clients are offered a package that
comprises event marketing opportu-
nities and the Web. Radio is handled
separately by the station's AE. Because
the Web sale is currently a smaller
dollar value than the on -air sale, we

competition between the NMAE and the radio
station AE by adjusting the NMAE commission structure
so it is more of a flat rate.

LISTEN TO WLIR ONLINE

THE: IH 10011

I11110 Cupid's 1111
Check oul some phries ham 0111
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Vandetbeh '
Cent ells Online l heck out
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Banner ads are just one
additional revenue.

way stations can generate

To click or not to click
Are any radio properties really making big money using

the Net yet, or are traditional advertising radio dollars
simply being shifted to this new form of "station promo-
tion"? Here's an easy way to tell: If your account
executives are still offering the Net as "added value" to
clients with a radio schedule, put an end to this practice.
As a general manager for three active stations, I know
firsthand that it is difficult to establish a value for
something you have been giving away for free.

Once you stop giving your product away, you can make
money using the Net. Consider the following facts. More
than 1,047 radio stations in the U.S. are streaming audio on
the Net, and just about every station on the dial has some
form of presence on the World Wide Web.

Radio stations that do not immediately get on the Net
stand the chance of being left in the dust; the decision is
analogous to sticking with an eight -track tape deck in your
car. Assuming your station has a presence on the Web,
there are three basic ways to make money with your
website: Sell display advertising space on the page; sell
classified ads on the page; and conduct some form of
c -commerce on the page.

avoided

Classified information
Jelling das,itied ads is an opportunity that can be

realized with a small amount of effort, and it can be run in-
house by the Web staff. The target for this sale is the
newspaper classified ads. Most stations immediately target
the biggest local daily newspaper and try to steal all of its
classified advertising. This is the wrong approach. Instead,
start with the area weekly publications or the monthly trade
or specialty magazines, such as a car -buyers weekly.

wsneaa
The to Pti N/WEB Newsroom SyStem

Now Connecting Clear Channel Coast to Coast

Circle (111) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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One -size -fits -all Satellite.

Some vendors think it's great. But it can
really squeeze you, the broadcaster.

WE TAKE A DIFFERENT APPROACH.

NPR
SATELLITE
SERVICES'

We offer C- and Ku -band receiver alternatives
under $1,600 that let you customize your
network. Long-term space commitments at a
set price. Personalized packages that leave
you in control.

NPR Satellite Services
THE RIGHT FIT IN SATELLITE BROADCASTING.

202 . 414 . 2626 www.nprss.org1this
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Managing Technology
Classified ads in these publications are tmially expensive
considering the number of people they hit. However, these
ads are extremely well -targeted to a specific audience. You
can achieve this same form of specialization targeting by
using your secret weapon: the radio station. A couple of
well -placed promos and spots will drive the desired traffic
to your own Web classified section.

Near Valentine's Day, we
ran a small schedule that tar-
geted listeners looking for .1

new love. The spots encour-
aged the listeners to visit our
personal classified section on
our station site. The spot ran
on all of our stations; a link or
each page connected them to
one classified section. The ads
were placed and the revenue

approach will require a staff for order processing and
delivery. The cleanest solution is outsourcing.

The future of radio?

Will the Internet completely wipe out radio? Though it
is unlikely, the growth of online advertising reaffirms the
potency of the medium as an outlet for advertisers.

Internet advertising is expected to rise 23
Internet advertising
is expected to rise

23 percent by 2003.
The good news is

that radio
advertising is also
expected to rise.

was generated without an
account executive leaving the building. The site had more
than 450.000 hits in a two-week period.

E -storefronts

E -commerce is becoming a major new source of
revenue for radio stations. It is easy for stations to form
partnerships with major organizations that help the
stations develop Web content and virtual malls to offer
station products and other items for sale to their listeners.
F. -commerce can be developed in-house as well. but this

The ideal
solutions
to all your
needs in :

Measurement

Monitoring

Encoding

AUD [E. M AT
by AUDITEM

RUDEMAT Inc.
www.audemat.com
email . auditem@audemat.com

r

See us at NAB
Booth R577

4191- 11111

FM MC.3 2

percent by 2003. The good news is that radio
advertising is also expected to rise. With the
partnership of the Internet and radio, radio has
its first opportunity to exceed advertising
revenue of other, traditional forms of advertis-
ing. There is a strong synergy between radio
and the Net. The strength of radio, image and
awareness branding, plus driving traffic and
influencing sales, added with the Net's strengths

of strong visuals and details, combine for an unstoppable
advertising monster.

As broadband, high-speed hookups become common-
place in American homes, the Internet will certainly cut
into the listener pie that every radio station longs to
dominate. However, it will also transform office listening
and give radio the visual component it has never had. We
are the medium of choice for this new technology. Let's
use and profit from this medium, not run and hide.

John Caracciolo is vice president and general manager of Jarad
Broadcasting Company. Long Island. NY.

REGULATION BODIES
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RADIO STATIONS
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RDS/DARC
encoder
Datacaster the universal RDS

and/or DARC encoder , possible
evolution thanks to remote

downloading

01
TCP/IP solutions integrated

Using a single alarm
reception software

Remote
monitoring
IT S4 the II .t multi -receiver,

downloadable, IP tool

Remote control
To monitor al parametres on site

'''TCP/IP solutions integrated I

AM or FM
measurer and
analyzer
FM-MC3.2mi3 /DFMA02

AM-MC3 : the European
Reference in mobile dynamic

field -strength measurement and
base -band analysis

GOLDENEAR . AIN-,

the software which transforms the
FM-MC3 into an electronic

" Golden Ear "

DAB analyzer
Calumet 200 developed by a
French Research Center and the

creator of the DAB, the new
version of comprehensive DAB
stream analyzers !

TV sound "1-,
analyzer !
The only TV analyzer allowing
technicians to qualify and
quantify TV sound power

Measurement
on Line
From anywhere, measure and

analyze your AM, FM or TV
signals with an
AUDEMAT measurer
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Leaders in broadcasting manage revenue today by working in a dynamic
environment that crosses efficient radio station automation, innovative
:ransmitter technology, streaming Internet audio, and multimedia
radio -THERE ARE NO BOUNDARIES! In this new indus:ry
it's all about trust, talent, flexibility, ^obustness,"best of breed ', and
accountability. And there are no boundaries in what BE has to offer:

Support: BE offers 24 x 7 suppor: both by phone and Inter -le:.
Our core belief is that customer's seeds come first!

Training: BE offers hands-on classes, which give your people the
understanding they need to successfully operate BE equipment.

Partnerships: BE has formed relationships with digital tech io ogy
and broadcast industry leaders to 2nsure that our solutions
successfully serve our customers needs today and into the future.

Customized Solutions: BE take; pride in working with customers
to provide them innovative broadcast solutions that are unicue to
their environment.

Visit BE at NAB booths R3682 & 16123, or if you can't wait,
call us today at 888.232.3268.
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Be sure that all the station parameters are
correct before taking monitor -point readings.

Engineering

Erratic monitor points
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

When a directional antenna system is operating
properly and an FCC -type approved antenna -
monitor system has been installed, monitor -

point measurements are not required on a regular basis.
However, if an approved system is not in use, measure-
ments must be made at intervals not exceeding 120 days.

In these days of simplified paperwork, the average '
station license usually consists of a postcard renewing the
expired license. This can sometimes make life difficult for
a chief engineer new to the station. FCC Rule 73.61(a) no
longer requires regular monitor -point measurements and

supersedes monitor
point schedules re-
quired on licenses is-
sued prior to January
1, 1986. However, it
does not necessarily
supersede endorse-
ment or requirements
on licenses issued af-
ter that date.

The commission still
practices inserting
specific monitoring
and logging require-
ments on licenses,
and it behooves an
engineer to examine
the actual piece of
paper that constitutes
the technical opera-
tional requirements of
a license.

If the station only has a file of postcard license renewals,
it should obtain a copy of the last full license. This license
spells out the authorized method of operation and the
parameters and procedures to follow. The license will
prove useful because one or more monitoring points will
ex-entuallN he out Of tolerance.

Bringing points within limits
ANSLIIIIC 01.1 liar e Just taken er an existing station and,

as part of your organized assessment of the operation,
you have checked that the common -point impedance is
correct and agrees with the licensed value. Common -
point current is correct and power output agrees with the

license. The antenna monitor indicates that all parameters
are within limits. However, on making monitor -point
measurements, a monitor point in one of the nulls is high.
If the field -intensity meter is in good condition and shows
a recent calibration date, it is probably safe to assume the
meter is reading correctly. Nevertheless, it is a good idea
to check the meter against someone else's just to be on
the safe side. If the field intensity meter has not been
calibrated more recently than within the last two years, it
should be recalibrated before you rely on its readings.

Your next actions depend on the condition of the station
records and their accuracy. Does the last monitor reading
by the previous engineer show that the point was in? If,
on examination of the logs, you find that the point has
been out consistently for a long period of time, go back
as far as you can to try to find the date when it was last
in. Did the point suddenly change or was it a slow
increase that was ignored? Did everything else remain
within limits? If not, what was the change and when did
it come back into limits?

It is common in cases like this to find that the old logs
show all monitor points to be consistently "in" and all
readings to be the same, or very close, all the time. It is
unusual for monitor points to read the same all the time
- unless the measurements were made in the engineer-
ing office. If the old logs show the same value over a long
period ending with the last chiefs departure, be a little
suspicious, unless the former CE is a person you trust.

First actions
Before making final, preadjustment monitor -point mea-

surements, recheck to be sure the array is correctly
adjusted. All phases and ratios as well as common -point
current must be correct, and verify common -point imped-
ance. Record all dial settings to closest values and log all
meter and antenna monitor readings.

Physically examine the monitor point itself. Are there
any new metallic structures in the immediate vicinity? Are
there any changes in water levels, ground moisture or
temperature? Is the point identified correctly and are the
surroundings the same as shown in the monitor -point
photograph? Which way does the FIM point when
adjusting for maximum field? Does it still indicate maxi-
mum when aligned on the transmitter's azimuth?

If maximum field strength is found when the FIM is
pointed away from the transmitter, look for a reflector or

1 6 BE Radio April 2000 www.beradio.com



Ifyour Digital Console
will cost more than $3,995

you are paying too much!

There is a REVO_UTION coming from Colorjdo Digital
Ca (970 224-2248
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RF Engineering
reradiator. You may find a cell phone
tower that has mushroomed over-
night. Make a partial proof on the
radial using the original or latest
proof or partial proof.

If the adjacent measuring points are
within limits, assume a drastic change
has occurred in the monitor- point

Elevated radial
The conductivity along a radial can

change. It may become lower be-
cause concrete, buildings and roads
have replaced higher -conductivity
field soil. More commonly, new power
lines or other metallic reradiators are
the cause of high points.

If the whole radial is up, all
the antenna system parame-
ters are correct and there are
no obvious reradiators, the
problem could he in the an-
tenna system itself. Check the
base current meters for accu-
racy by connecting them in
series with a very low -volt-
age supply, preferably against
.1 second standard.

Verify that monitor loops, if
used, are intact and still cor-
rectly oriented in the same
direction and on similar legs
on all towers. Check antenna
monitor input circuits by
switching the sampling loop
lines around.

On standard arrays, a toler-
ance of ±3 degrees for phase
and ±5 percent for ratio is
acceptable accuracy. Inves-
tigate to see if going to

extreme variations, within limits, will
correct the situation. Sometimes this
approach works because small phys-
ical changes in the array have moved
in the same direction and put the
array out in one direction - but he
sure to record all phasor readings
first. You can also run the vector
check described in the Directional
Array Details (BE Radio August
1999, p. 64). This article explains
which vectors, and hence towers,
have a maximum effect on the prob-
lem monitor point.

Unfortunately, a new chief arriving
at an older station may find that one
out of limits monitor point leads to a
new partial proof or, at worst, to a full
new proof.

A potential cause of reradiation. new structures can
attect monitor -point readings.

electronic environment. If this
change can be identified and it is

permanent, you will need to specify
a new monitor point.

Analyze the partial proof radial by
averaging the ratio of old/new DA
values without the questionable point.
If this is close to and not over 1.0, the
radial is all right and the DA opera-
tion is probably also satisfactory.

If the radial checks out, the next
step is specify and file for a new
monitor point. Section 73.158 de-
scribes the required FCC procedure
for doing this, and it is a relatively
simple operation.

There is, however, a caveat. If the
temperature is very low, expect all
radial measurements to be high. Oc-
casionally, a specific cold spot can
produce a high field strength at a
particular point. There is the possibil-
ity that one of the antenna system
parameters is wrong because of a
faulty meter indicating that the system
is set up properly when it is not.

f

E-mail John at batcom @bright.net.
Photo on page 16 by Tracey Liston.

For more information
circle (203) on Free Info Card

Circle (115) on Free Into Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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BECAUSE SOMETIMES COFFEE
JUST ISN'T ENOUGH.

A new media monster created and brougnt to life by network wizard Jim Zippo, HERO RADIO is a

satellite -delivered, 24 -hour, brand new music format for radio. Sharply targeted and carefully
researched, HERO RADIO has exciting live personalities, jingles, promos, and the hottest modern
mainstream CHR oldies ever assembled on one format. It's all energy, jam-packed, and carefully
balanced with rhythm and rock! There's nothing like the exciting sound of HERO RADIO anywhere on

the planet. Join the growing number of stations in position to launch with us right out of the box.
There's room for a HERO in every radio market, and one of your stations is probably perfect for it!

Plus, you'll love what we're offering you as a charter member.

Visit our site now for confidential details:

heroradio.com

NEW OLDIES FORA NEW CENTURY.'"
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Wave

DSL and DOCSIS: ABCs of broadband
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Widely recognized in the telecommunications
industry, the term broadband might well be-
come one of the most important engineering

terms of the next few years. The actual definition of
broadband seems to change with advances in technology.
We will consider it as a transmission medium that can
handle the end -to -end delivery of high-speed data, tele-
phone and hundreds of video and audio channels, both
digital and analog. Broadband services are currently
delivered via telephone line, cable TV service and wire-
less. As broadcast engineers, we need to be aware of the
-, ..

Service 1)eed Switched or Dedicated Availability

POTS up to 56kb/s Switched High

Switched 56 56 Kb/s Switched Medium

ISDN up to 128kb/s Switched or Dedicated High

Fractional TI Up to 1.544Mb/s
(in 64kh/s slots) Dedicated Medium

TI 1.544Mb/s Dedicated Medium

ATM up to 155Mb/s Dedicated Low

ADSL
(most common
form of DSL)

Up to 3Mb/s
downstream and
64kb/s upstream

Dedicated Medium

Cable Modem
(DOCSIS)

Up to 384kb/s
(typical

downstream speed)
Dedicated Medium

LMDS
Can provide
several Mb/s

of throughput
Dedicated Low

A comparison of the various types of broadband data services by capacity, mode
and availability.

new and emerging broadband technologies as they
affect the broadcast industry.

Wire -line broadband
Throughout the country, telephone companies, oth-

erwise known as local exchange carriers (LEC), have
been spending millions of dollars to upgrade their
systems so they can provide high-speed data access to
business and residential customers over ordinary, twist-
ed -pair telephone wires. ISDN is an example of a
switched high-speed data service that broadcasters
have been using for several years. Until recently, the
transmission of data at most locations throughout the
country was limited to only a few choices: modem over
a POTS line (-56kb/s), switched 56 (56kb/s) and ISDN
(up to 128kb/s) digital switched services, direct point-
to-point T1 (1.54Mb/s or a fraction thereof) and dedi-

cated frame -relay connections (up to 1.54Mb/s.)
There are other choices for faster connections, but in

general these are too costly for broadcast applications.
The 128kb/s data rate that is passible with ISDN finally
permitted the operation of true real-time digital audio
transmission on demand. Although ISDN services can be
purchased as a "hill -time" connection, most users opt for
a "dial-in/out" switched connection in order to confine
the operational costs to only those times when needed.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode, or ATM, is another high-
speed data service capable of delivering data throughput

of up to 155Mb/s, supporting unshielded (or shield-
ed) twisted -pair cable, fiber and coaxial media. ATM
is compatible with several other data transport stan-
dards, such as DS3 or SONET, a high-speed fiber
networking protocol.
ATM, once thought of as the high-speed data trans-

port method of choice to businesses and homes, has
been upstaged by a new service called digital sub-
scriber line (DSL). DSL is a digital -to -analog technol-
ogy similar to the modems that are common today,
except that, rather than using POTS lines, DSL uses
dedicated "dry" copper pairs to the central office. The
"losses" presented by using copper pairs limit the
usable distance between modems of about 18,000
feet with a bidirectional data throughput of 160kb/s
and can handle voice and data applications. DSL
service is available in different types. The most
common is called asymmetrical DSL (ADSL), which
provides speeds up to 3Mb/s downstream and up to
64kb/s upstream. Symmetrical DSL (SDSL) and high

data rate DSL (HDSL) essentially provide a means to
transmit Tl/E1 data over a DSL network. Very high data
rate DSL (VDSL) is a version of ADSL that sacrifices line
length to increase data throughput. DSL is widely avail-
able in most large metro areas in the country. However,
the distance limit prevents its deployment to locations
within about 3 miles of a central office.

The LA /WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Clear Channel Coast to Coast

ww.WireReady.c

Circle (111) on Free Info Card
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So your station wants to stream audio on the Net

and it's up to you to make it work. You've heard the

horror stories of unfriendly software, unreliable PCs,

noisy audio cards and the dreac'ed 3am lock -up.

There's got to be an easier way.

MADE SIMPLE,

Relax. You've got Audioactive-the reliable,

one -box solution for webcasting. From the

company which pioneered MP3 streaming,

this is the real -me audio encoder over IP

that's the choice of the world's most demanding web -

casters. With Audioactive, you'] be reaching new

listeners with the latest technology in no time at all.

Simple. Professional. Reliable. Finally, there's a

webcasting solution designed by people who under-

stand what's important to broadcasters. Visit our

website for more information.

AIM I ()A (:T f:
.1:::.170#01111,1111l'

AUDIOACTIVE.COM
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND, OH 44114 USA

TEL: +1 ,216) 241-7225 FAX: +1 (216) 241-4103
E-MAIL: Info@audroactive.com

www.audioactve.com

AUDIOACTIVE.COM EUROPE
JOHANNISSTRAIIE 6 D-85354 FREISING GERMANY

TEL: +49 81 61 42 467 FAX: +49 81 61 42 402
E-MAIL: europedaudioactive.com

www.auchoactve.com

The Audioactive logo and Telos are trademarks of TLS Corporation
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Next Wave
Cable TV services

LIN,: 11 was the first service to
Offer true broadband capabilities to
the home. Since its introduction, the
technology behind cable TV allows
the delivery of nearly 1GHz of band-
width to a home using fiber optic
trunk cables and coaxial stub into the
customer premise. These "hybrid"
systems provide enough capacity to
deliver 80 analog TV channels, 200
compressed digital TV channels, voice
and 50Mb/s of data. Many of the larger

cable systems even provide optional
high-speed/low-cost Internet access
along with their TV services. The ser-
vice is typically asymmetrical in na-
ture, with the speed of data from the
cable system to the customer (down-
stream) being significantly faster than
the speed of data from the customer to
the cable system (upstream).

The actual data speed varies with
the particular system and the amount
of users sharing the service, but down-
stream speeds in excess of 384kb/s

DJ Dave am soma to pother \iou at home, but I've detectec a fault

in soot rimer 321 If may x missirlg1 Perhaps you should ook into

WaveStatIon 3.0 wth WebConnect

www.bsiusa.com

are typical. The standard created to
ensure interoperability between ca-
ble modems and cable system "head-
ed" equipment is called the data over
cable service interface specification
project (DOCSIS). The specification
defines a method that can provide
27Mb/s to 39Mb/s downstream with-
in a 6MHz channel and 10Mb/s of data
upstream within a 3MHz segment.
The DOCSIS specification defines
specific modulation types and proto-
cols for the transmission of bidirec-
tional signals over a cable TV system.
Specialized "cable modems" are sup-
plied by the operator of the cable
system providing the service.
The actual data throughput of

DOCSIS-compliant cable networks
can be severely reduced as traffic
increases because of the nature of
DOCSIS to "aggregate" data. DOCSIS
is also limited by the connection band-
width that the cable system uses as its
point of presence to the Internet.

Wireless broadband delivery
Broadband wireless access can elim-

inate some of the "last -mile" prob-
lems that plague wire -line services.
The auctions of a significant portion
of spectrum by the FCC along with
recent technological advances allow
the bidirectional transmission of high-
speed data, either fixed point-to-
point or mobile operation. Local mul-
tipoint distribution service (LMDS)
is a fixed broadband wireless service
that can deliver digital voice and data
services to business and residential
users. Presently, companies like
Teligent and Winstar, the winners of
several LMDS licenses, are providing
this type of service to multi -tenant
buildings in major metropolitan areas.

As the price points drop for suitable
customer -premise equipment, LMDS
will compete with the wire -line com-
panies on all levels. A service familiar
to broadcasters, MMDS or multichan-
nel multipoint distribution service,
once a supplemental TV broadcast
medium, is now finding use as a high-
speed data wireless delivery service
in several locations.

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant
on computer technology, is president of
Applied Wireless, New Market, MD.
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Webcasting now!
By Harry Martin

In a recent article in The New York Times, a computer -
literate radio fan who prefers to listen to the radio on
his iMac warned that radio stations need to wake up

and start streaming. Although it is a newcomer among
electronic media, Web radio has the potential to perma-
nently change the way we listen. Indeed, Web radio soon
will deliver better -than -FM audio with thousands of
listening choices.

By its nature, two factors have limited radio: the station's
power and the listener's distance from the transmitter.
Neither limitation applies to Web radio. Because it is
transmitted over telephone, fiber or cable lines, Web radio
does not have geographic restrictions. Further, because of
the enormous storage capacity of computers, it is easy to
archive any number of programs and offer them for access
at any time. Moreover, the Web is not regulated by the
FCC, so anyone can set up a Web radio site.

Most webcasters operate like traditional radio stations-
by "streaming" their over -the -air broadcasts on the Inter-
net. Yet some are taking advantage of this FCC -free
medium to broadcast music that appeals to an alternative
audience or other programming that is too extreme to
play over the air. Also, keep in mind that, in the new
cybeimilieu, traditional radio's ties to a specific region or
city may become a handicap.
According to manufacturers, Web radio will soon be

wireless. The goal among manufacturers is to provide small,
inexpensive receivers that do not have to be directly
connected to a modem and can be placed anywhere.
General Motors and Daimler -Chrysler are already planning
to put Internet receivers in the cars they make.

Considering the development of these new wireless
receivers coupled with the almost limitless options for
listeners on the Internet, it is only a matter of time before
Web radio becomes a significant threat to over -the -air
broadcasting. In response to this threat (or, better, this
opportunity), radio stations that have not already done so
should come up with streaming strategies now.

Beware of copyright screening restrictions
Stations streaming their over -the -air broadcasts on the

Internet must be careful not to violate new copyright
laws. Under the 1995 and 1998 copyright laws, sound
recording copyright owners were granted new perfor-
mance rights for digital audio transmissions of their
recordings, subject to certain limitations. Among the
limitations was the creation of a new compulsory license
for nonexempt, noninteractive, digital subscription ser-

vices. The scope of the license was expanded further in
1998 with the passage of the Digital Millennium Copy-
right Act (DMCA) to cover the public performance of
sound recordings by means of eligible nonsubscription
transmissions (Internet transmission) and transmissions
by any preexisting satellite digital audio transmissions
(CD Radio and XM Satellite Radio).
The DMCA restricts how music can be broadcast if it is

being streamed onto the Internet. For example, many radio
stations play hit songs repeatedly because listeners want to
hear them. By DMCA standards, doing so may place the
station over the limit on playing the hit song. To come into
compliance, the station would have to remove the song
from the air for discrete periods of time. Similarly, stations
that are streaming can no longer have an all -Rolling Stones
weekend if their signals are also carried on the Internet.
These issues will become increasingly pressing as radio
streaming becomes the delivery mechanism of choice.

Website privacy
Protecting the privacy of radio listeners is an important

part of maintaining a website. Listeners can obtain benefits
from the station by providing personal information, al-
though they may be leery of doing so. Therefore, it is

imperative that stations have a website privacy policy
stating exactly what the station will do with any personal
information it receives. By showing listeners that the
station cares about their privacy, more useful information
can be obtained while retaining trust and loyalty.

Typically, a Web privacy statement covers the follow-
ing matters: a description of the information recorded
each time a visitor logs onto the site; how any private
information that is volunteered is kept confidential; how
to take your address out of any station database main-
tained within the site; how the website proprietor uses
information; and the techniques used to ensure the
security of credit card account numbers.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher. Heald & Hildreth. PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin fhh-telcomlaw corn.

Dateline
On or helore June 1, 2000, stations with five or more full-

time employees must elect in writing between the two
types of FCC EEC) recruitment schemes (rule -specific or
alternate) included in the new EEO rules. Annual employ-
ment reports (Form 395-B) will be due September 30.
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Introducing the iftimaLT ?er-e4

It's everything you love about the'Plitmati

'714
Our new Prima LT is the fastest selling codec ever. You love the easy -to -use interface, the full compatibility

with other codecs, and the unprecedented 24 -bit audio. Now, the Prima Plus gives you even more.

 Full average and peak VU meters
AES/EBU digital input/output standard

 Works with up to 3 ISDN BRIs for
point-to-multipoint broadcast

 Up to 384 kb/s mastering quality
audio transmission

 Easy to understand status displays

 Front panel intelligent headphone
jack with level controls

 Up to 8 real relay outputs and
opto-isolated command inputs

 Available in -band SMPTE Time
Code transmission

 Two RS232 anci.lary data channels
 Full Prima Logic Language for

automatic functions

Get the full story on what the LT PLUS can do for you. Contact MUSICAM USA for more details.

MUSICAM USA

670 N. Beers Street, Bldg. 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 l --SA
Tel: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1818
Email: sales@musicamusa.com
Internet: www.musicamusa.com

MUSILAM USA is the cf/b/a/ of Corporate Computer Systems. Inc Holmdel NJ. USA
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current
trends

The BE Radio March issue
covered the exhibits of the
NAB con-vention and included a

glimpse of some of the new
products being unveiled, the Ra-
dio Hall map and the FA..STtrack
booth listings. However, the exhibits are only half of
what the convention has to offer. This month, we will
look at the show's technical sessions. Although the

26 BE Radio April 2000

sessions
barometer

technology

By Chriss Scherer, editor

sessions may not have the
same visual appeal as the show

flcxx-, the information they provide
is just as important as seeing the
latest products.
The sessions cover several dif-

ferent program areas. No matter what your involve-
ment is in broadcasting, there is bound to be a
session of interest to you.

www.beradio.com



Born from experience.
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As one of the worlds leading
broadcast manufacturers, sbs has
gained experience internationally in
both product development and real
world installations. From this
experience we created Impact.

Impact brings together the ultra high
quality components that have become
industry stardard in many countries,
featuring some of the most innovative
and comprehensive features you wil
find anyvhere.

And to top it all, Impact transmitters
come with a five year warranty - Lets
face it, if the manufacturer doesn't
believe in the product, why should yoL?

Broadcasters General Store
Phan 352-622-7700

Fax 352-622-7000
www.bgsfl.corn

Circle (121) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com
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Industry overview
Looking at the topics presented in

the sessions will give you a quick
overview of what is going on in our
industry. The addition of the multime-
dia sessions in teLri it years has opened
up an entirely new realm of topics
and discussions. While the multime-
dia topics extend far beyond audio
and radio applications, certain ele-
ments have strong ties to radio.

The radio management and sales
and marketing conferences often
have sessions that present technical
concepts to a predominantly non-
technical audience. Since radio is a
business based on technology, there
is a fine line between the business
and engineering sides of the opera-
tion. This line is often blurred as
engineering becomes involved in
the station's economics and manage-
ment relies on the technical capabil-
ities available to maintain or supple-
ment the bottom line. Topics that

Session Highlights
Broadcast Engineering Conference

Stir scLa!
9:30-12:00

DAB Worldwide Perspectives
LVCC N250

1:00-5:30
Implementing DAB and

the future of radio
LVCC N250

Mearati.a y
10:30-12:00

Ask the Consultant
LVCC N250

1:00-4:00
Broadcast Towers: Prime real

estate for the digital age
LVCC N250

4:00-5:30
FM Receiver Studies: Surfing

the ocean of interference
LVCC N250

g 1(....a 1. a
9:00-12:00

The Foundation of Radio:
The physical plant

LVCC N250

1:00-5:00
Radio:

Optimizing the signal
LVCC N250

Wednesday
9:00-5:00

SBE/Ennes Radio Workshop -
Broadcasting:

Getting the word out
LVCC N250

9:00-12:00
Regulations: Keeping pace
with broadcast technology

LVCC N253

12:00-1:30
Technology Luncheon,

Presentation of
the Engineering

Achievement Awards
LVH Barron Room

9:00-12:00
Radio Transmitters:

A practical workshop
LVCC N247

SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS

1I000 PA _3017-2

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW.
MODULES FROM 10W TO 700W

RSilicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People
Call 408-986-9700 Fax 408-986-1438

III to the Wok

Otatim-rvAiTiVi
You.. ew
welts Om woo
yoodOlool.--  S. you 
yoloclon. were ere
b. won eau tee. 
mere. sees...
eten 1191 Ousmon

CALLOAt oa AA At

www.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW): It pro dud', ,Itiiipment is

what you am looking for, BSW is the company tot wu! Browse
our online catalog and create a custom bid list with the BSW Quote
Builder. BSW will respond promptly to your request with the best
prices in the industry. BSW also offers same day shipping, trained
sales professionals and flexible credit terms.

Circle (184) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
See us at NAB Booth #R2697
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Only two controls

Operate the system skillfulIN
in minutes

100% Digital Signal Pro-
cessing Analog to Digital
sample rate adaptive

Straight forward touch -
screen programming

Your choice of excellent
factory sound presets

Power User Controls to
create your own custom
settings

Create you own unique
sound identity

Non-volatile memory to
store your settings

INIM 

AWL
11111i

I I

Si,

Touch Screen Control

PAM

32 bit Floating Point Processo-

AES/EBU Rate Adaptive Digita Interface
incluoed

Hardware & Software upgrades included
at no charge

Final Limiter Sample Rate

# of Audio Processing Band;

Available in colors

Warranty (parts & labor)

Bas Price

Price with extras

H I I
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Call for information on free upgrades and trade-ins.
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Yes
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1 year
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3 years

$10,950

$10,950
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no
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11,495 extra
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Yes
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$10,700
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Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 852E2-3192 U.S.A.

(800) 535-7648

(602) 438-0888

Fax (602) 438-8227

E-mail: crlolcrlsystems.com
Internet: v.ww.zrlsystems.com

Circle (122) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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cover DAB, the evolution of tech-
nology, webcasting and Internet
profit possibilities are all part of
these sessions.

On the regulatory front, LPFM and

IBOC are two topics that stir a range
of emotions. These two items will
likely be heavily discussed every-
where you go, not just in the business,
law and regulation conferences.

The broadcast engineering confer-
ence is always full of worthwhile and
in-depth information about new tech-
nology and new applications of exist-
ing technology. The conference is so

Radio Engineering Achievement Award Winner
Michael Dorrough
Dorrough Electronics, Woodland Hills, CA

Michael Corrough is the
founder of Dogrough Electror -
icsofWoodlard Hills, CA. Dor-
rough is best known as the
creator of discriminate audio
processing which he devel-
oped in the early 1 960s. The

technology has been widely embracec by radio, tele-
vision and film industries and is the basins of most audio
processo6 manufactured today.

A formEr recording engineer, Dorrough started man-
ufacturinE -he DAP3 1 0 discriminate aucio processor in
1972. In the following years, he traveled throughout the
country teaching the techniques of quality audio to a
myriad of radio engineers and station managers. Dor-
rough's audio -processing device allowed stations to

achieve high audio quality in the days of radio loudness
wars. His picneering work allows broadcast audio to
sound just as good on small radios as it does on the most
expensive home and automobile systems.

In additior to his work in the field of audio process-
ing, Dorrough invented the Dorrough Loudness Mon-
itor with a patented technology developed to give
broadcast and recording engineers a true indication of
loudness as perceived by the human ear. The audio
loudness monitor is now in use worldwide in radio
production, mDtion picture production, posting, music
mixing and dubbing applications.

BE Radio congratulates Michael Dorrough on his
achievement. The award will be presented at the Tech-
nology Luncheon on April 12 beginning at 1 2:1 5 in the
Las Vegas Hilton Barron Room.

ComStudy by RadioSoft.
Radio Mapping

At Its Best.

an.

ComStudy by RadioSoft sets a new standard for accu-
rate and efficient mapping of all radio signals.
ComStudy can bring a world of information about your
existing or planned signals right to your screen.
ComStudy 2 offers a lot...

" I Fully integrated transmitter databases
II Fastest and most accurate calculations
II Automatic interference calculations
O Real time 3D displays
II Area reliability studies
II Accepted by the FCC
 APCO coordination standard
111 All FCC, TIA, and ITU procedures included

ComStudy offers breakthrough software at a fraction of
the cost of more cumbersome software programs. We'll

. even let you teat drive ComStudy for 15 days. Just call or
visit our website.

The World Leader In Radio Mapping Technology.
109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone l-888-RAD1095 in the USA
Globally, phone 1.904.426.2521  www.radiosoft.com

RadioSoft Is A Palma Mem* Company.

Circle (124) on Free nfo Card or go to www.beradio.com
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This Revolutionary Digital Hybrid Features:

4.1.11tte  2N,:otsviecx
11604 

AES/EBU and analog inputs

and outputs

Adjustable compressor
and expander

Adjustable 3 -band digital ED

Adjustable caller control

Selectable auto mix -minus

VAN?. ::,431setimmineh,,,

4

Give your on -air

talent something to

get excited about.

The DH30.

Digital Echo Cancellation

Highest quality sound

Bass boost

LCD menu display

Remarkable low price

See Broadcaster's General Store at NAB Booth #R2383

Gentner
www.bgsfl.com ph 352-622-7700 fax 352-622-7000

C,rcle (123) on Free Into Card or online at www.tyeradio.coirn
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show floor. Be sure to include some sessions

comes on Sunday in the broadcast
engineering conference. The entire
day's sessions look at DAB around
the world from many angles. In the
U.S., IBOC is coming close to its final
form. Representatives from Lucent
Digital Radio, USA Digital Radio,
NRSC, NAB, FCC, Sirius Satellite Ra-
dio and XM Satellite Radio will all

big that it begins on Sunday and goes
until Thursday with a full schedule
nearly every day. Topics range from

Session Highlights
Radio Management and

Sales & Marketing
Conference
Monday
10:45-12:00

From Razor Blades to Hard Drives
LVCC N240

71 siesciy
9:00-10:15

ABCs of DAB
LVCC N240

10:30-11:45
What Streams May Come:

Audio on the Internet
LVCC N240

3:30-4:45
Dos and Don'ts for

Building Your Web Page
LVCC N241
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Upon arrival, it's easy to head straight torthe
in your plans.

hands-on subjects like transmitter and
antenna maintenance, and facility
design and construction to upcoming
technologies like IBOC and S-DARS.

DAB
The subject of digital radio will get

extensive coverage in several differ-
ent sessions. The first heavy dose
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MediaTouchTM, America's Digital Automation Original since 1984, shatters the price barrier with QuicPix, the software that makes
digital audio and automation truly affordable.

The QuicPix Radio Studio software consists of:
* 5 Programs in I:

Audio Player, Cartwall, Audio Production, Voice Tracking, and CD Ripping utility software
 Live Assist On Screen Buttons that are mouse and/or touchscreen friendly
* 7 Deck Audio player that also provides a 27 button hot play cartwall
* Overlapped MPEG-2 broadcast quality stereo audio on any sound card
* Wave audio editor, file import and quick audition feature
* Windowsml 95 / 98 using peer, NT" or Novellni networking
* 2411 support, training and upgrading included
' Fully upward -compatible to a MediaTouch OpLOG Enterprise System

Download Your Free

Folio -Functional Demo at

www.uuicoix.com

TOLL FREE 888 665 0501

www.omt.net
Windows 95.98 and NT are trademarks of Microsoft. Novell is a trademark of

Circle (125) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Did you hear about all
the stations replacing their
Omnias' and Orban

with the i\ph,ex 2020?

(Oh yeah! My on -air staff
hated the synthetic sound

of those 'not -ready- for -
prime -time' 12)xes.

t's no longer a secret, people all over the

world are discovering, despite the hype, that

digital dynamics processing can't compete with

good analog. Even Cutting Edge® claims their

Omnia unit sounds almost as good as analog,

while both Cutting Edge and Orban® claim each

other's digital product trashes the signal.

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of

an all analog signal path with the power of digital

control. Through its use of 11 patented circuits,

Tell me about it. In
listening tests the 2020 wina

hands clown. Digital grunge
really turrn, r ncf.

You've got that right
With better sound and increase
coverage, the only way to go

the Aphex 2020 FM Prni._

the 2020 achieves the greatest possible loudness

while retaining musicality and naturalness.

No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot.

No subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping.

Just the loudest, cleanest FM processing with the

greatest possible coverage area.

Better sound and more listeners - too good to

be true? Call Aphex today for a demonstration.

and we'll show you there is truth in advertising.

FM Pro Model 2020

ANIPCIN11101.

%Mee man. 

01.11. MIN

%haft

IMP

&I im

Improving the way the world soundss"AppmEx
11068 Randall Street. Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.AS Y S T E M 818-767-2929  Fax: 818-767-2641  http://www.aphex.com

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. Orban and Optimod are registered trademarks of Harman International

Circle (1261 on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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Focus on Technology: Automation
Radio automation continues to evolve and grow. In

a short time, the cart machine, once a vital part of any
radio station operation, has almost completely disap-
peared from use The early product offerings in comput-
er -based automz ion systems were limited in form and
function but have grown to fit applications for a single,
stand-alone station, to wide area networked applica-
tions lir king stat.ons that are great distances apart.

The computsr industry is leading the way in
current technology, and their advances are quickly

integrated into uses for radio_ Enhancements to net-
work functions, multiple -drive storage systems, file
sharing, cross -manufacturer 9Ie exchanges and i-i-
tegration w th digital audio workstations (DAWs
have made zutomation systems a necessary elemeit
in radio -station operation. Operating systems typi-
cally include DOS or Windows. With the prolifera-
tion of LINUX, some companies have begun devel-
oping versions that will benefit from the inherent
LINUX advantages.

The following companies are exhibiting at the NAB convention.
(Booth information current as of March 5)

Company Booth Company Booth
A -Ware Software R2691 Mediatron...._ R3995
Arrakis Systems R1574 On Air Digital USA R694
Broadcast Electronics R3682 Pristine Systems R1161
3roadcast Software International R562 Prophet Systems R3189
Cartworks/dbm Systems R3489 Radio Computing Services/RCS R3457, L3627
CBSI-Custom Bus less Systems R4086 Register Data Systems R3468
Compute- Concep:s Corp R1069 ScheduALL by VizuAll 54537
DalEt Digital Media Systems R1096 Scott Studios R4093
ENCO Systems L6524 SMART Technologies M9057
LPB R2370 Smarts Broadcast Systems R3491
Med aTouch R374 Sony Electronics L12107

THE EQUIPMENT LIQUIDATION CHANNEL 1

The Leading Marketplace for
Professional Technology Tools

 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

 Secure Transactions

 Automatic Payment Escrow

 Over 20 years of Pro Experience

 Consignment or Buyout

See us at NAB, booth MI933

digibid.com
Auction ' vork

www.digibid.com

e-mail your ist to liquidationtl/dIgIbld.com
or call 1.800.423.5499 Broadcaut I Film I Pro Audio /Video / Lighting / DJ

an InclustryClick solution

Circle (127) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Latest News From
USA Digital Radio

IN THIS ISSUE
An exclusive interview
with Jim Woods, VP,
Harris Corporation 141

EASE member profile

Audio and digital
enthusiasts eagerly
await arrival of iDAB

Regulatory update

Experience
The Difference

Visit USA Digital Radio

at

NAB 2000
Las Vegas Convention Center

Las Vegas

April 10 - 13, 2000

Booth R3457

usa
DIGITAL
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Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
and Retailers Experience iDAB

USA Digital Radio continues to take aggressive
steps to commercialize its In -Band On -Channel
Digital Audio Broadcast technology - iDABT". In
January, USA Digital Radio participated in the
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas to
demonstrate the benefits of iDAB to many of the
show's 126,000 attendees.

Retailers, manufacturers and press at the show
were interested to learn how radio - the most
widely used information and entertainment
medium in the US - will soon join other consumer
electronics devices in the digital world. Visitors to
USA Digital Radio's and Kenwood's booths had
the opportunity to hear the crystal clear sounds of
an actual on -air digital audio broadcast. Using
the company's iDAB technology, a live digital
broadcast was transmitted from Clear Channel's
Las Vegas station KWNR-FM. After hearing the
KWNR-FM broadcast in both digital and analog,
Rob Hephner from AutoMedia magazine wrote
that, "The difference is, as one would expect,
incredible. It was amazing to notice that the
analog signal sounded clean until I listened to the
digital signal, then the difference was almost
unbearable when we went back to analog."

Many receiver and auto manufacturers were also
given a ride in USA Digital Radio's test van, where
they experienced first-hand the clarity of a digital
audio broadcast in a mobile environment plagued

with multipath. Satoshi Soma, vice president of
the product division, Alpine Electronics of
America, said that during his ride, "The digital

"The difference is, as one
would expect, incredible."

sound was very good in comparison to the
analog. The multipath was drastically reduced. It
was noise -free."

Visitors to the USA Digital Radio and Kenwood
booths saw iDAB's data capabilities demonstrated
on a concept digital AM and FM receiver
designed by Kenwood. The receiver was the size
of a typical car radio with an enlarged screen that
displayed not only the station frequency and call
letters, but also the song title, artist name, CD
cover, local weather forecast and traffic conditions,
and scrolling advertisements and information
about local events.
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Kentroods WAR concept radio debuted at CES

New Additions Strengthen Coalition
Since December, USA Digital Radio has added
twenty-one organizations to its coalition to make
AM and FM digital radio a reality.

Fourteen more companies have invested in USA
Digital Radio: Allbritton New Media, Bonneville,
ComVentures, DB Capital Partners, Flatiron
Partners, Grotech Capital Group, H & O Verture
Associates, J. H. Whitney & Co., J&W Seligman,
Riggs Capital Partners, Saga Communications,
TI Ventures, Waller -Sutton Media Partners, and
Williams, Jones & Associates.

USA Digital Radio took another key step in the
iDAB receiver development process by signing
Analog Devices, Inc. (ADI) as its second
semiconductor coalition member. ADI, in
addition to Texas Instruments, will design iDAB
chips for radios and transmission equipment.

The company also signed joint technology and
marketing agreements with four additional

equipment manufacturers: Armstrong Transmitter
for transmitters, Dielectric and Jampro RF Systems
for combiners and filters, and Moseley for studio
trarsmittet links.

In big news announced December 14, Digital
Radio Express (DRE), one of the three proponents
of IBOC DAB technology, joined USA Digital
Radio's coalition, making three proponents two
and moving the industry closer to consensus for a
single IBOC DAB solution.

USA Digital Radio is also taking steps to address
the international market, given that iDAB is
ultimately a worldwide product. To help ensure
that iDAB will work anywhere in the world, USA
Digital Radio is collaborating on a worldwide
standard for AM digital radio with Digital Radio
Mondiale, an international consortium of broadcast
industry organizations.



Digital and Audio Enthusiasts Eagerly
Await Arrival of iDAB
Digital and audio enthusiasts are eagerly
awaiting" the arrival of iDAB digital radio,
particularly for the enhanced sound quality
of FM radio, according to a
study conducted by Polk
Verity for USA Digital Radio.

The study revealed that
nearly 66% of digital and
audio enthusiasts are
interested in iDAB digital
radio in order to receive
enhanced FM audio
quality. 25% are "strongly"
interested in having their
AM stations sound more like F

The survey suggests that some enthusi-
asts would spend more time listening to
radio if they had digital radios in their

cars. 21% of the sample
said that they would play
CDs less in their cars if
they had digital radios and
their FM stations had CD -
quality sound.

When digital and audio
enthusiasts hear that
something is "digital,"
their perception is that it is
better quality than the

non -digital version. In response to the
question - "What does digital mean to
you" - 32% responded with "Better
Sound Quality and Clarity." When asked
to indicate which attributes were
associated with the word digital, the
most frequently chosen response (59%)
was "State of the art technology." The
second most popular attribute associated
with the word digital was "Better quality
compared to non digital".

Digital means
"better quality"
to digital
and audio
enthusiasts.

M.

These enthusiasts are also interested
in the data applications of iDAB. More
than half of the sample surveyed
indicated interest in receiving data about
the songs being played on the radio,
such as song title, artist name, and
album title. 45% said that they would be
willing to pay up to 30% more for a radio
in order to receive advanced data features
such as email and Internet access.

Polk Verity, a consumer marketing
information company, conducted the
study by interviewing 1,038 audio
enthusiasts and 1,005 digital enthusiasts.
Audio enthusiasts are defined as being
highly motivated by high quality music
and considered themselves active music
listeners. Digital enthusiasts are defined
as being highly motivated by newly
developed digital technology and
tended to embrace digital products
sooner than other groups in the US.
To gage interest across a wide spectrum,
various age categories were analyzed
ranging from 16 to 55+. As a group,
these digital and audio enthusiasts make
up 13% of the U.S. population, or
36 million people.

St, Owner of
WS! il-FM and
EASE member

Steve Shine, Owner of 175HI-FM and EASE member

Steve Shine, the owner and operator of WSHI-FM (106.3) in Fort
Wayne, Indiana and a lawyer with Shine ef,' Hardin, was one of
the first stations to register as an EASE member when the program
was initiated in June 1999.

Steve has been at the forefront of radio for most of his lift. He
caught the radio bug at the young age of 10 when he attended the
popular Don McNeil's Breakfast Club radio show. By junior -high,
he had a stint as an on -air personality, which be continued
through law school During college, Steve applied for a permit for
a new FM station in Bloomington, Indiana. By the time the
permit was finally awarded to him in 1979, he was practicing law
in Fort Wayne. For ten years, until selling the station in 1989,
Steve split his time between overseeing the album -oriented rock
station and the practice of law. In 1997 when an FM station came
up for sale in Steve's hometown of Fort Wayne, he jumped at the
chance to get back in radio. After buying the station, Steve
changed the format from alternative to adult standards to meet an
unserved market. It was a smart move. WSHI-FM is now the
number one station with the 35 and older crowd on the weekends
and ranks second out of 17 stations during the workweek.

Steve took the lead again when be was one of the first to join USA
Digital Radio's EASE program. "Radio must implement digital"
says Steve. "It's the only way radio will stay competitive. We must
have equal or better quality than our competitors - satellite radio,
CDs, Internet, and cable TV audio channels."

"I joined the EASE program because I want my station to be ready
to implement digital when the okay comes down from the FCC.
USA Digital Radio's guidance will be critical to our
implementation."

EASE
for Broadcasters

The EASE program was established by

1 'SA Digital Radio to engage broadcast

managers and engineers in the

rollout of iDAB. EASE is open to all

radio stations in the United States. There

is no cost to register and participation

does not obligate stations to purchase

or adopt digital radio technology.

Benefits of membership include free

station assessments, early access to

transnfission equipment manufacturers,

advance announcements of key

milestones, and representation through

an iDAB Broadcaster Rollout Advisory

Board.

How Can You Join?

To join EASE, register online at

www.usatircom/brcradeagers.

To receive more information and a

registration packet, send an email to

ease@usadr.com, fax a request to

410-872-1531, or call Scott Stull

at 410-872-1578.



A Transmitter Manufacturer's Perspective on IBOC DAB
An Interview With Jim Woods Of Harris Corporation

Jim Woods
Vice President - Radio Systems, Harris
Corporation, Broadcast Communications

As head of Harris' Radio Systems business unit,
Jim Woods is leading the development of Harris'
digital radio broadcasting efforts while expanding
the company's leadership position in the current
analog radio marketplace. Mr. Woods joined
Harris in 1983 as a marketing and sales
representative. He progressed through the levels
of increased responsibility in domestic district
sales management for radio and television, inter-
national area sales management for Europe and
Africa, and product line management responsible
for the radio studio product line.
Mr. Woods is currently responsible for all of the
division's products, systems and services for the
radio broadcast industry.

Why should broadcasters care
about going digital?
Jim: Radio broadcasters are at risk of
operating the last analog radio service
unless they go digital and begin the
transition soon. With business as good
as it is today, it is possible to be blind to
the threats we face. New and emerging
services - satellite and Internet among
them - are more than ready to define
digital radio and to establish expectations
for consumers unless radio broadcasters
move quickly.

There are many reasons why now is the
right time for broadcasters to define
digital radio and to establish IBOC as
the world standard. Today's radio
broadcasters enjoy an enormous barrier
to entry, and any new system planning to
compete for our current listeners will
have to match and beat what radio
delivers today. By transitioning to digital,
broadcasters not only will raise that entry
barrier, but they will have the opportunity
to define the market.

Do you believe an IBOC solution
is the best approach for U.S.
broadcasters?
Jim: It is clearly the most direct path to
an all -digital system. IBOC protects the
millions of legacy receivers in the market,
minimizes the disruption to station's
existing operations and businesses,
and allows some time for stations to
experiment with new services and
business models. There are really only
two choices for establishing a digital
radio service - transition the current
infrastructure to digital via IBOC or
allocate additional spectrum for a new
service. While IBOC certainly has its
share of technical and regulatory
challenges, they are far simpler and
less disruptive to the radio broadcast
industry than establishing a new
spectrum service.

Will broadcasters that implement
a digital broadcast system early on
have a competitive advantage?
Jim: We believe they will. Those who do
implement early will have -.he advantage
of being able to experiment when there
are few receivers to hear "mistakes."
They will also have the opportunity to
define new business models and
revenue streams and to stake their claim
to unique local opportunities.

You've been a strong proponent of
a single IBOC standard. Why do
you feel so strongly that this is
necessary?
Jim: I believe that history has proven
that without a single FCC -endorsed
standard, broadcasters will not embrace
IBOC or convert on a nationwide basis.
Without ubiquitous coverage, receiver
manufacturers will not sign up and
launch sufficient numbers of different
types of receivers, and IBOC will fail.
The standard needs to be set on the
transmission side and the receivers
will follow.

My concern about the ongoing competi-
tion is that we are wasting precious time
"tweaking" competing systems instead of
finishing a "best of the best" solution.
Harris' position is that it would be better
for our industry for this to occur now,
bringing the combined resources of both
proponents to bear on the remaining
technical problems and speeding the
regulatory process.

USA Digital Radio has used
Harris transmitters in some of its
field-testing. How do you feel
about the results of those tests?
Jim: We feel very good about the tests. It
has been a great opportunity to start the
education process with our engineering
and product staffs and to begin
thinking about the challenges of
designing integrated IBOC products.
By working with the USADR engineering
staff, we have learned a great deal
about the IBOC waveform and optimizing
our products to pass it. We have also
been able to see first hand some of the
challenges that broadcasters will face
by implementing IBOC in the real -world
environment of existing transmission
facilities.

. . . now is the right time

for broadcasters to define

digital radio and establish

IBOC as the world standard.

What efforts is Harris planning to
make to ensure its equipment is
compatible with IBOC DAB?
Jim: Harris is already working very
closely with both IBOC proponents to
understand how our products perform
today passing the IBOC signal. Our DX
and Gates® AM transmitters were
proven several years ago to pass "IBOC
like" signals. And through our work
with USADR, we have not only passed
the digital IBOC signal through our
Z FM transmitter, but have developed
modifications which enhance the
performance of the transmitter in a
"common amplification" mode.

The work we are doing today will allow
us to be ready with products and
programs to assist the "early adopters"
with integration. It is also enabling us to
start the process of defining our IBOC
product lines. We cannot wait until there
is a standard to start the design process.
The more we can think through and
define now, the sooner we will get
products to the marketplace.
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Experience The Difference
Visit USA Digital Radio

at

NAB 2000
 Hear the crystal clear sounds of a live digital

audio broadcast from KWNR-FM

 See a concept iDAB AM/FM receiver

 Learn why digital radio's future is fast
approaching

Booth R3457
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Inside. . . Jim Woods, VP of Harris, shares his
perspective on IBOC DAB

Regulatory Process Moves Forward
The regulatory process for IBOC DAB is moving ahead
quickly. Reply comments to the FCC's Notice for Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM), issued on November 1, 1999, were filed
on January 24, 2000, with reply comments filed on February
22, 2000. A number of industry organizations and companies
filed comments, including CEA, NAB, Sony, Visteon, Infinity,
Hispanic Broadcasting, NPR, among others.

The comments overwhelmingly support the FCC's efforts to
introduce digital radio in the United States. The Consumer
Electronics Association ("CEA") wrote that, "DAB [digital audio
broadcasting] is poised to revolutionize radio broadcast
service in the same way that digital television is revolutionizing
the broadcast of television services." Infinity Broadcasting
echoed many broadcasters' comments when it cited
competitive forces as a key reason that today's radio must
be allowed to go digital: "Analog broadcast radio faces
significant competitive challenges from the high fidelity offered
by media that utilize digital technology; therefore, terrestrial
broadcasters must be provided the opportunity to offer at
least equivalent digital service to the public."

Broadcasters expressed agreement with the FCC's statement
that "...a workable IBOC system would be superior to a
new -spectrum DAB system in several respects." The National
Association of Broadcasters ("NAB") identified ease of
implementation as one reason IBOC is the most realistic
DAB method. "An IBOC DAB system would provide the public

and existing broadcasters with the quickest transition...1130C
DAB systems would allow broadcasters to use existing
infrastructure to make the transition and would result in less
overall cost."

National Public Radio ("NPR") referred to the audio quality
of USA Digital Radio's iDAB system as a reason for the
FCC to pursue IBOC DAB implementation. "NPR supports
development and standardization of DAB technology that
provides significantly better audio quality and mitigation of
transmission artifacts commonly associated with analog
AM/FM transmission. Indeed, we are encouraged by recent
mobile demonstrations of IBOC FM systems, which have
shown promise towards achieving this goal within the existing
bands and channel assignments. At the 1999 NAB Radio
Show in Orlando and the January 2000 Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, USADR demonstrated that the latest
generation of IBOC FM DAB technology has dramatically
improved ..."

Going forward, USA Digital Radio will be working closely with
broadcasters and the FCC to get final approval for IBOC later
this year.

To view comments, visit the FCC's website at
www.fcc.gov/e-file/ecfs.html
and enter "99-325'. as the proceeding number.
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The exhibit floor is only halt of the convention.

Session Highlights
Business,

Law & Regulation
Conference
Monday
10:30-11:45

The FCC Retunes Radio:
What's going on with

low -power and digital radio
LVCC N232

Tiztfay
4:00-5:00

Regulatory Dialogue
LVCC N257

share information on the tcting, evaluation or imple-
mentation of the various systems of IBOC and S-DARS
technology. Additional presentations will look ahead to
some topics concerning the implementation of IBOC.

For those that have not been keeping up with the
current events in DAB, the radio management confer-
ence will include a session on the basics of IBOC. Since
it is being held on Tuesday, those who feel the Sunday
session is too advanced will not be able to first gain a
basic exposure to the topic.

With all the radio changes in progress, including LPFM,
the business, law and regulation conference session on
Monday morning (The FCC Retunes Radio) will provide
an excellent opportunity to gain information from sever-

al points of view on
IBOC, S-DARS and
LPFM. These topics en-
compass a broad range
of viewpoints and, as
changes are made,
questions continue to
be raised.

Monday's radio management
Blades to Hard Drives, will provide an update on the
current state of radio production. Presentations in the
broadcast engineering conference will discuss issues
concerning the transition to digital and provide some

,application examples from several facilities around
the country.

RF has always been a vital part of radio. One popular
session, the Radio Transmitter Workshop, is held on
Thursday. The role of the radio engineer continues to
change, and fresh talent may not have the same oppor-
tunities to learn valuable RF skills. This session as well as

Real radio
Not every session

deals with theoretical
issues for the future.
Several sessions focus
on the current state of
radio technology, pro-
viding real answers for
everyday situations.
session, From Razor

Video
killed the
radio star"

to

..
.. ;

M L101 C
..'"

Witness the
esurrection...

musicmusicmusic inc.

Breathing life
back into radiomen

Geri Rockstein
Director, Broadcast Division
geri@musicmusicmusic.com

phone (416) 537-2165
www.musicmusicmusic.com

Visit us at the NAB Show (Booth #R374)

www.beradlo.com
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MUM TO
the Tuesday afternoon session (Ra-
dio: Optimizing the Signal) are good
introductions for the junior engineers
and give experienced engineers some
new information.

The entire facility operation is cov-
ered in some way during the ses-
sions. With so much emphasis on
what will be the standard tomorrow,
it is refreshing to have some presen-
tations that look at the basics and
intricacies of current radio opera-
tions. Until the new technology is

available to the world, or your facil-
ity adds the new technology to your
operation, traditional radio equip-
ment continues to be used and must
be maintained.

On -air and online
As always, the Internet wilt play a

major role at NAB. The show floor is
full of products and services related
to conducting business and using
technology online. The sessions also
offer this same outlet. By now, every

Radio Systems

601 Heron Drive

Bridgeport
New Jersey 08014

USA

(856) 467-8000 voice

(856) 467.3044 fax
www.studlohub.com

Hey, we've all been there - stuffed up under
a countertop in a compromising position because
no one ever gave any thought to how the heck
you're supposed to wire all that wonderful new
equipment together!

But now there's StudioHub - the CAT -5 analog/
digital pre -wired solution. Just plug in the connec-
torised cables and get out from under that mess.

No Ifs, ands, or butts.

Studio
The wiring solLtion from Radio Systems

sion Highlights
NAB Multimedia

World Conference
Saturday

10:00-5:00
Weaving Your Web:

A primer for current and
spiring Web professionals

Venetian 501

Sunday
10:00-5:00

Streaming Media -
The new wave

in broadcasting
Venetian 501

Wednesday
10:30-12:00

Convergence 2000 -
Where on the air are we?

Venetian 501

radio should have some kind of pres-
ence online. A URL is expected every-
where you look and radio stations
already carry a strong brand impres-
sion. The Internet can be used in a
variety of ways. The station pres-
ence may range from a simple site
with a few links to a fully integrated
element of the broadcast operation
that provides its own revenue
stream. With audio streaming, on-
line stations can operate just like
their wireless counterparts.
The Internet -related sessions

range from website layout tips to
streaming media application prim-
ers. This important element of
broadcasting (and commerce in
general) should be a part of your
NAB plan. Streaming will continue
to improve in quality. Methods of
Internet listening will also become
more convenient and reliable. Ra-
dio stations will need to stay com-
petitive in this new medium to stay
alive in the future.

The NAB convention offers a sub-
stantial amount of information. Many
sessions, besides those mentioned
here, may relate to your facility or
situation. Be sure to read the com-,
plete session information at the show
to ensure you do not to miss any-
thing. However, if you can't see or do
it all, don't worry. The BE Radio NAB
wrap up is just around the corner, in
the June issue.

ZCircle (129) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Vector POTS Code( tv
The ultimate remote broadc
machine for POTS (Plain Old
Telephone Sei4hrier

Nexus ISDN Code(
ISDN doesn't need to be difficult
to sound greats The Nexus is an
inexpensive ISDN solution which
delivers low -delay, 15 kHz audio.

Hottirie POTS .o ec
The broadcast industry standard
for plain telephcne line remotes.

Broadcaster's General Store
2480 S. E. 52nd Street,
Ocak, FL 34480-750C
(352) 622-7700 Fax: 352-629-7000
Email busbuck@atlannic.net
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**, wliat!broadcasters
ith
grow-

ing trends in the pro-
liferation of downloadable
music, handheld consumer MP3
players and increased record -com-
pany involvement, the Internet is

fast becoming a major delivery sys-
tem for audio. Conventional radio broadcasters are already
positioned to be key audio content providers on the Web, and
streaming audio technology is an essential component in
making that transition. While the territory may seem familiar.
there are a number of differences in broadcasting on the
Internet that are worth noting before making the jump to
going "on the air" with streaming audio.

By Ken Nose and Kevin Nose

From a market-
ing perspective, one

of the primary differenc-
es in broadcasting on the

Internet is in the size and location
of your audience. Until smart
broadcast technologies like 113

multicast are widely supported,
for most broadcasters it will not he economically feasible to
support more than a few hundred or a few thousand
simultaneous listeners. Another difference is that your poten-
tial audience includes listeners from all over the world, a very
exciting prospect but one that may be of limited appeal to
local advertisers.

For station engineers, the new technologies involved mean
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that station engineers will need to for the listener, it also means in -
become network engineers as well. creased and fundamentally different
Station engineers will have to become competition for you as a broadcaster.
conversant in the language of Internet
service providers as the service pro- Basic signal chain
vider's network becomes part of the So how does your audio get from
station's signal chain to the Internet. your studio to the speakers on some -

The listener experience is also fun- one's PC? What does the basic signal
damentally different, particularly as chain for an Internet streaming audio
it is tied to a PC or set -top box and not broadcast look like? Although there

are different
live streaming
audio systems
available from
a number of
vendors, they
all consist of
the same ba-
sic compo-
nents: the en-
coder, the
itself and the

Audio Audio
Input Output

Cirmiffla '
t 411111111 7'7=

Audio Compressed Audio Network -packaged Audi,
'usual Bitstream

Figure 1. A basic streaming audio signal chain.

the familiar, relatively inexpensive
and portable radio. Despite widely
debated claims of FM quality, the
sound quality for most dial -up users
is still relatively poor compared with
FM. This situation will improve as
higher throughput technologies such
as DSL or cable modems find their
way into more homes. On the plus
side for the user, there is literally a
whole world of "stations" to choose
from, often very specialized by style
of music or content. You want the
latest news from Seoul in Korean, or
ambient techno trance as opposed
to ambient tribal trance? You will
probably be able to find someone
who is streaming it. While this is good

server, the Internet
player (see Figure 1).

The encoder is responsible for trans-
lating the original audio signal to a
compressed bitstream in real time.
Some popular compressed formats
in use today are Real Audio G2,
Windows Media Audio (WMA) and
MPEG 2 Layer III (MP3). The encod-
er itself can be a piece of software
running on a PC or a dedicated hard-
ware encoder. In some cases, more
than one software encoder can run
on the same computer.
The compressed audio bitstream is

sent from the encoder to a server,
typically via a network connection or
serial link. In some cases, the server

and encoder can run on the same
computer, but that often isn't the
case for high -capacity servers or en-
coders running at higher bit rates.

The server is responsible for re-
packaging the bitstream for delivery
over the Internet, and it can send the
same bitstream to multiple listeners.
Some solutions make use of propri-
etary schemes for the delivery for-
mat, while others take advantage of
open standards such as HTTP, the
same protocol used between Web
browsers and Web servers.

The Internet provides the connec-
tion between the server and the
player and is the part of the signal
chain where you have the least
amount of control. The Internet also
represents the weakest link in the
chain, as Internet technologies were
not originally designed with real-
time or streaming applications in
mind. In normal operation, Internet
connections between a listener and
your server may suffer from network
congestion or delays that translate
into intermittent or unplayable
audio. Increasingly faster connection
rates and improvements in infrastruc-
ture will make this less of an issue as
the Internet grows in capacity and
becomes more multimedia -friendly.

At the far end of the Internet con-
nection lies the PC running the player
application software. The player could
also be implemented in dedicated
hardware like a set -top box or some
other less computerlike "Internet

New ways to look at the dial
By Neil Lewbel

Audio streaming from
the listener's perspective

Advances in computers, software and net-
working have given us a range of ways to
view and work with studio and transmis-
sion equipment. Over the years, there
have been many developments in the
user interface for broadcast equipment.

However, end users (our listeners) have
had few changes in their user inter-
face. Now, the Internet is providing
listeners with a range of new methods

for selecting radio stations. A quick
look at some of these new user interfaces,
often called tuners, may offer some insight

into how audiences of the future
may choose the stations or pro-
grams they want to hear.

One of the most popular user
interfaces for playing streaming
media on the Internet Real -
Player software from Real Net-
works (www.real.com) Real -
Player includes the software for
receiving audio and the user
interface for selecting program
sources. The user interace in-
cludes a channel selection dis-
play, called the content panel, which
shows the logo and a brief description
for selected content providers. Show -

The Real Player from Real NetwL

ing the logo enables quick and easy
selection of well-known organiza-
tions, such as CNN, ESPN or

continued on 56
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There are certain things in life that you can
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Smartcasters:
Launched the digital revolution in 19894 WI
Have served the broadcast industry for 10 y rs
Continue to innovate with cutting -edge technology
Are industry leaders for dependability
Are backed by the industry's best on line supp
Thousands are in service all over the world

On the Smartcasters' 10th birthday,
it's time to find out how this - r

time -tested product could be serving you.

Phone: 800 747-6278 7,/ 7rvirm=
Fax: 712 852-5030
Email info@smartsbroadcast.com

Broadcast S stems

Celebrating the 10th birthday of the Smartcaster
The standard for digital audio in broadcasting
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Streaming au, M Os ipt cruet
appliance." The player unpacks the
streaming data from the server, re-
covers the compressed audio bit -
stream and decodes it back into an
audio signal. Typically, the player
application is invoked from a Web
browser so that all the listener needs
to do is click on a multimedia link on
a webpage to get the audio.

Setting up a stream
Important considerations for setting

up a system are at what point and

how to incorporate emerging tech-
nologies. One technology of particu-
lar interest is IP Multicast, which has
exciting implications for multimedia
applications on the Internet. The key
feature of IP Multicast that makes it
attractive for streaming audio is that it
allows you to support a potentially
unlimited number of listeners, with-
out any additional cost to you. Your
server sends a "multicast" stream out
to the network, and any number of
listeners can tune in to that stream.

CartWorks
Digital Audio Systems

The Choice is Easy !
Ell FA kg*. 001.. B.B.B.
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Live Assist/Cart Replacement
The first truly user friendly digital audio
system. A perfect replacement for those
aging cart machines. Operate manually like a
six deck cart machine or use Script
Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards
to operate it either. Because Cart Works is
designed to look and operate like traditiona,
broadcast equipment. its easy to learn and
use.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist worksta-
tions plus advanced Satellite Automation.
Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher and
everything you need for live, local sounding
satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation
provides more than just the standard
features. Extended control capabilities tackle
even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It's
all controlled from a simple Windows' point
and click interface.

Prices start at $ 4,9
For information call: 1-800-795-7234

Music -On -Hard -Drive
Designed after the original CartWorks
friendly user interface, here's a professional
Music -On -Hard -Drive system that's simple t(
operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24 -hours a day with pre-recorded
In -context voice tracks that match what's
actually on the air.

To keep things simple. Spot sets are played
from a familiar cart deck. Music log events
are played from a music log.
CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any
of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our
included Quick Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist
modes is as simple as pressing a single
button.
And options are available to easily add
Satellite Automation. CartWorks MHD won't
drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by
24 -hour technical support.

95 Complete!
Or visit us on the web: www.cartworks.com

This is in contrast with the nonmul-
ticast model, where each listener con-
nects directly to your server, and your
server has to send out a separate copy
of the audio bitstream for each listen-
er. Because each additional listener
takes up more bandwidth on the
connection from your server to the
Internet, you need to build capacity
to support more listeners. This means
you have to pay for additional band-
width and server horsepower if you
wish to increase your audience size.
In the multicast model, your band-
width needs are trivial. You only
need enough bandwidth to send a
single bitstream from your server out
to the Internet.

The major platforms such as Real
Audio and Microsoft's Windows
Media currently support multicast, so
why not use multicast now? Unfortu-
nately, multicast is not supported out
to the user in all cases yet, but ideally
it will be in the near future. In the
meantime, multicast is best suited for
Intranet applications where you have
control over the network out to your
targeted listeners. Most likely, the
first practical wide -scale applications
of multicast will be by large service
providers that are also content pro-
viders, like MSN or AOL, since they
can guarantee multicast support on
their networks out to the user.

Until IP Multicast is more widely
supported, the main consideration in
setting up a streaming audio system is
the number of simultaneous listeners
the system can support. The number
of listeners you can reach is deter-
mined by the amount of bandwidth
that you have to the outside world
and the server horsepower you have.
If you want to support more than a
few dozen simultaneous listeners, the
ongoing costs of bandwidth will quick-
ly become the most expensive part
of your system. Therefore, instead of
asking how many listeners you can
support, the first question you really
need to ask is how much bandwidth
you can afford.

Internet service providers use a
number of different models in charg-
ing for bandwidth. How you physi-
cally access that bandwidth will have
an affect on cost as well. You can pay

See us at NAB Booth # R3489
Circle (133) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Audio

Audio S.

Input

Cornpres6ed Audio
aitstrearn

Encoder

Low -Bandwidth Network Link

Low -c dpaut
Server

Studio Location

Multiple Network-
Pac Bitstreams

-'High -Bandwidth Location

Figure 2. A streaming audio signal -chain contigurat on with the network encoder and audio server in separate locations.

for a dedicated high -bandwidth con-
nection directly to your facility but,
in most cases, it is substantially
cheaper to locate your server or
multiple servers at the service pro-
vider's location. For example, a ded-
icated 1.5Mb/s T1 link to your facil-
ity may cost you around $1,000 per
month and will only get you around
83 modem -rate listeners (assuming
an 18kb/s stream). A dedicated
45Mb/s T3 link will get you around
2,500 modem -rate listeners, but with
typical costs of more than $10,000
per month.
One of the cheapest alternatives is

co -hosting or co -locating, in which

your server is located at the service
provider's facility and it shares some
part of the ISP's very high-speed
connection to the Internet with oth-
er clients of the ISP. Typically, costs
for this type of service are less than
$1,000 per month per server. In
some cases, you will be allocated a
fixed amount of bandwidth; in oth-
ers, service providers offer full ac-
cess to their high-speed connection
as part of the co -hosting service. In
this case, the limiting factor for the
number of listeners you can support
will be your server. You will want to
make sure up front that your agree-
ment for full access is not subject to

change when
the audio streams
from your serv-
er begin to eat
up a substantial
amount of band-
width on a regu-
lar basis.

For most serv-
er platforms,
the maximum

number of simultaneous listeners
that a single server can support is
advertised at somewhere over 1,000
listeners. If you want to have the
capacity for more listeners, you will
need to add more servers. The
major server platforms all support
some means of sharing a bitstream
between multiple servers, so add-
ing more servers does not affect
your signal chain much beyond
plugging in another server at the
ISP. More servers mean more band-
width needs, so you will have to
pay the additional co -hosting fees
as well.

Again, you will want to design your

SMART TECHNOLOGY "

SmartDRIVE I"... tle worlds first professional grade duplication drije.

MediaFORM systems are delivered omplete with SmartDRIVE's.

The MediaFCRM" SmartDRIVE supports CD -R recording

at 8) speed for all data aid audio iormats

400 Eag.eview Blvd.  E(ton, PA, USA 19341

Phone: 610-458-9200  Fax: 610-458-9554  Toll Free (USA): 800-220-121i
email: inb@mediaform.com  w3b: http:;/www.mediaform.com

.  DIVE

DRIVE

. CANE
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256 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTPOL PANELS  118dB ANALOG DVOIAMIC RANGE  DISTRIBUTED MULTI -PROCESSOR ARCHITEClURE

See us at NAB Booth #R2380

If the migration to digital '! in your future,

then this is the route to take. Introducing the

large size, big Performance analog router tha:

also speaks fluert digital. A true hybrid that

allows you to scale the numaer of analog anc

digital ports as needed, now aid in the future.

And even better, :he SAS64000 creates a forward

path to AES/E3U digital audio without c-eatirg

analog obsolescen:e.

This rears you can rix your analog and digital I/O in

the same router frame. Go direct analcg to analog. or

digital tp digital. Or mix it up with 24 bit conversioi

analcg tc digital and vice versa. Ether way this

unique architecture sports flawless signal integrity

and noi-blockinc flexibility.

And it's wpnderfully simple, just plug in our new digital

port Expander and -hat's it. Welccne to digit31!

-co -existing ricily with analog in the ;ame franirwo.k.

There's lots more to tell. C311 us: 818 810 6749. Fcx us:

818 840 6751. E-mail us: sa es@sasaudio.:om Check the

Web site: Easaudio.com And of course, snail nail: 2112

North G'enoaks Blvd. Bur -bark. California 9l 1
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make contact with the
1\t;UM/U./MIA OSJUI 1

the N
RemoteMfx po

Combining the great features cf our

original RemoteMix 3, with a third mic input,

a third headphone output, and a host of other

new goodies, our new RemoteMil Sport

Hybrid Mixer is your best choice for profes-

sional sports broadcasting. Its compact

design and combination phone line/universal

handset connection provide unparalleled

freedom and ease of use. Simply plug it into

any analog, digital PBX, or ISDN ine and

begin the play-by-play.

J K Audio Tol Free (USA 8. Cada): 800-552-8346  NAB Booth R3659
Tel:l 815-786-2929

na
 Fax: 815-786-8502  www.j kaudio.com
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try to control yourself..

F
Remote Facilities ConVoller

control transmitter from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured. affordable. reliable

integrated rack panel

Intelligent Rack Adapter

parallel printer tnterface

internal modem for data

front panel status indicators

battery backed power supply

rack mountable chassis (11.11

Dual Channel Audio Failsafe

provides contact closure on loss of audio

adjustable from 7 seconds to 4.5 minutes

monitors two audio channels

integrated rack panel

cost-effective. reliable

Sine Systems
nashville. tennessee  615 228.3500 voice  615 227.2393 tax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com
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Streaming midi%
on the Internet

system keeping in mind that, within
the next few years, IP Multicast will
be available to the user in most cases.
At that point, it will no longer be
necessary to have massive band-
width and multiple servers to sup-
port a large number of listeners.
Switching to a multicast solution in
the future will simplify your server
and bandwidth needs, while the rest
of your signal chain should remain
essentially the same.

Bit baggage
knother consideration in how you

set up your system is what bit rate to
use for your compressed audio
stream. You should choose a bit rate
based on the type of Internet con-
nection you expect your target lis-
teners to have. In general, it is good
to support the lowest common de-
nominator first, so a 28.8 modem bit
rate of 12kb/s to 20kb/s is a good
starting point. Lower bit -rate streams
are also less likely to suffer from
dropouts on congested or distant
network connections.

If you want to have a higher -quality
audio stream for listeners with faster
network connections, it is a good idea
to offer a high bit -rate stream in addi-
tion to the low bit -rate stream. In this
way, users who have problems con-
necting to the high bit -rate stream
may have better luck trying the lower
bit -rate stream. If you are targeting
users with 56K modems, ISDN or
faster connections, you may consider
using a bit rate in the range of 32kb/s
to 48kb/s. Supporting even higher
bit -rate streams may become desir-
able as DSL and cable modems be-
come more common.

Keep in mind that for every bit
rate you wish to support, you will
need an additional encoder and an
additional link from your encoder to
your server. Further, in a nonmulti-
cast system, your maximum num-
ber of listeners will go down as the
bit rate of your stream goes up. To
get some idea of how many listen-
ers you can support at a given bit
rate, take the numbers for the total
bandwidth you have to the outside
world and divide by the bit rate you
wish to support.
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There are 500,000,000*
Streaming Internet Radio Stations!

Why Will People Listen To You?

eSTREAM

Quality Attracts Revenue
eSTREAM processes your station's audio
so you sound better over the Internet.
eSTREAM lets you stream "on -air audio
quality over the net" through your
favorite streaming media encoder
and server. Your cyber audience will
experience the powerful new dimension
in Internet ready audio, allowing you
to increase revenue by building your
station's cyber audence with high quality
audio. If you need high sound quality
over the Internet - YOU NEED eSTREAM!

c:S11:11,A111. 1.:Cl...ku1/4±E1/42.

VL.4.V LE S Scro.1/4arc:

Lily: 1/4.1u.:.--.1.11 Seu,L11/4± Lo.v1/4aL.1.1.1/4-±v

Call Broadcast Electronics for more
information at 888.232.3268 or visit
www.audiovault.com to experience

on -air quality audio over the Internet NOW!

Visit www.audiovault.com NOW to
hear live streaming and on -demand
audio, read white papers, and get

FREE downloads!

*Okay we made up this number,
but you get the idea!

Visit us at MR - Booths R3682 & 16123
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The New Standard for
Digital Consoles _A

Numix consoles by Logitek
give you all of the flexibility you neea

 True DSP-based digital mixing and routing

 Combine analog and digital signals as needed

 Re -configure fader and button assignments
"on the fly" - no need to re -wire anything

Integrates nicely with digital storage systems
faier displays provide room for so ig titles&
timing information, or other messages

 Contemporary ergonomic design keeps
controls within easy react

 "Building -Block" design allows you to spe
a console with 6 to 42 fader channels

 Easy installation, clear, wiring -- leave all of
that extra equipment and cabling in the
equipment racks

Call today for more information

5622 Edgemoor
Houstor, TX 77081
800.231.5870 (North America)
tel: 713.664.4470
fax: 713.664.4479 Digital With a Better Differenc

Visit us at www.logitekaudio.com

Logiteki
111

_ad

Streaming audio
on the Internet

Getting audio to the server
In oost cases, your scaler Will not be

in the same physical location as your
audio source. What is the best way to
get the audio from your studio out to
the server site? The answer will de-
pend on the type of connections your
studio has to the outside world.

If you have a dedicated, low -band-
width network connection at your
studio, you can take advantage of it to
send an encoded bitstream to the
server site. In terms of the simplified
signal chain described earlier, the con-
nection between the encoder and the
server would be through your studio's
dedicated network connection. Some
server platforms may require that the
encoder and server have a close net-
work connection or direct serial link,
in which case an additional compo-
nent is required in the signal chain. In
this case, you would have the encod-
er connected to a low -capacity server
at your studio with a connection from
the low -capacity server to the server
at your high -bandwidth site through
your studio's network connection (see
Figure 2). If your network connection
is through the Internet, you need to
make sure that the Internet connec-
tion from your studio to the server site
is reliable and not subject to fluctua-
tions due to other network traffic
across that connection.

Another option would be to make
use of a dedicated audio link between
the studio source and the server site.
You could employ more traditional
STL-like broadcast strategies to send
your audio to the server site, where
the encoder would be located (see
Figure 3). The disadvantage of this
approach is that the dedicated audio
link will be more expensive and may
cause a reduction in audio quality.

If you do not have any other means
of getting audio to the server site, the
cheapest alternative is to use your
on -air signal. You could use a con-
ventional radio receiver at the server
site, and feed the audio signal from
the receiver into the encoder. This
approach assumes the server site is
within the station's broadcast range.
One major limitation is that the live
streaming audio signal must be the
same as the on -air audio, complete

Circle (139) on Free Info Card or g
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Demand

UNCOMPRESSED

16 -bit linear
audio in your all -
digital air chain.

Com3ression
means compro-

mise and we just
won't hear of it.

Select a digital
STL that can be
configured with

UP TO TWO PAIRS

of linear stereo
audio. It's like
getting two

radios for the
price of one.

3
Exercise your
FREEDOM OF

CHOICE. Choose

32, 44.1 or 48kHz
audio sampling.
It's your broad-
cast-select the
rate that works

best for you.

4
Choose a digital

STL that CAN

ADAPT TO ANY RF

ENVIRONMENT

with user-def ned
16, 32 or 64 QAM

rates. (Flexibility
is always a good

thing.)

Purchase a

95o MHz RF STL.

The channel
allocatior is free,

and the money
you save over a

Ti STL goes

straight to your
bottom line.

Moseley's Starlink SL9oo3Q is the only 4 -channel digital studio transmitter 'ink
on the market with all these features. Not just an STL, a sound investment.

in Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093
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Streaming audio on the kiteN
--,,watinsemasentamwe inumnrumme#

04 Audio

Audio +

Input

Audio Link
Specific

Audio Link

Audio
Compressed Audio Multiple Network-

Bitstream PaLka ed Bitstreams

Server Server

Studio Location t--- ---.High-Bandwidth Location

Figure 3. An extended audio streaming signal chain with an STL-like audio link.

with processing, which may not be
desirable or appropriate for your
encoder. Additional problems include
the potential for noise due to inter-
ference or bad reception.

Putting it all together
Although essential technical consid-

erations should be taken into account
when deciding which vendor's stream-
ing audio system to use, your primary
focus should be on the listener's expe-
rience. Try to make it as easy as
possible for anyone to listen to you. To
that end, you should look at the ven-
dor's player support. The player should
be something the listener already has

NORTHWEST

Seattle

(800) 735.7051

WEST

Northern CA

(888) 737.7321

Southern CA

(800) 346-6434

or one that is easy to download and
install. It should be easy to use and
unobtrusive in normal operation.
Another thing to take into account

in deciding which streaming audio
solution to use is price. Some ven-
dors charge more based on the num-
ber of listeners that the server can
support. If you plan to support a
large number of listeners, you may
find that it is better to go with a

vendor that does not use this model.
While building capacity to support

larger numbers of listeners is the
biggest hurdle to overcome today,
the price of entry for a basic stream-
ing audio setup is inexpensive and

on content and oth
your Internet presenct
yond just putting your s,
dio on the Internet. As nev,
ogies and ways to take adva,
the medium fall into place, tht
lenge for the broadcast industry
be in how to put it all together. '1
role of broadcasters will need
evolve with the new medium.

I.

UI

Kevin Nose is president and director of
engineering, and Ken Nose is chief
software architect of Neosonic Indus-
tries, Cleveland.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Has your equipment supplier been...

Consolidated?
"PT'ts Good Tor- Qui!"

SOUTHWEST

Texas

(800) 537-1801

(888) 839.7373 iNI

CENTRAL

Missouri

(800) 467.7373

With 300+ brands of your favorite stuff!
The Best People! The Best Prices!

Why call anyone else??

EAST

Pittsburgh
(724) 733.1994

Philadelphia

(888) 260-9298

SOUTH *
Florida

(800) 476-8943

RF 6pecialtiet
/ Group www.rfspec.com
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the call letters are www

steners are
vorite musi

month Media Central% brings lal

ction on the trend of radio stations

ing airwaves for bandwidth. working

nction with BE Radio's April, "Making Money with

* re , e -ntral `eatures online

ded coverage of the future of broadcast

dio and its expansion to the web.

Turn your dial to www.mediacentral.corn
iduring the month of April tc access this
Special Section.

/media entral
an IrdustryClick community

www.mediacentral.com

Your one -click resource for media tools, news and commun'ty.
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allitailbe
continued from p. 44

Bloomberg. Drop -down menus are available for
locating and selecting other program sources.

Besides the RealPlayer software, which can
be downloaded for free, Real.com offers a
variety of related software packages for pro-
ducing and playing many types of media
over the Internet. Several of the other Inter-
net tuners provide enhanced user inter-
face functions and use RealPlayer soft-

ware to receive the signals. These user
interface functions may include im-
proved or different graphics and dif-
ferent methods for station selection.

The Rocket Radio tuner
(www.rocketradio.com)
provides a colorful screen
with simple icons for select-
ing a station, homepage or
chat function. Clicking on
the icon marked "tune -
in" produces a three -col-
umn screen that allows
the user to select a station. The first
column is for selecting the desired
program format. The second column
lists stations with that format and the

Operate From
Across the Console or
Across the Country...

MixIVIEed
r.:1 r211

71; 115ociil LI Li

Waro+1,

all- I

4
3 S

6

JUT

CHANNEL

MONITOR

SELECT

6 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

On Board CPU and RS -232 Port
8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs
NAB Radio Show Price: S995.00

IrterMagn, ALREADY SIGNE

OVER 100 USE

INTERNET FILE TRANSFER SOFTWARE

 One -to -One or One -to -Many

 Local ISP & Secure Server Connection
 Upload or Download to

and from Any Station

Get Details
Jim Withers 314-345-1030
www.radiomax.com

Test Drive
Both in Las Vegas!

BOOTH 2256

VlrginNet's tuner uses a Shockwave plug-in.

last column provides a station de-
scription, including its location,
over -the -air frequency and details
about the programming.

A selected station is clearly dis-
played on the main screen,
which also includes eight preset
buttons. Assigning a station to a
preset is easily accomplished by
placing the cursor over a preset
button and holding down the
mouse button until the station's

Iname
appears under the preset

button. From the main screen,
you can also view a station's
webpage or enter its chat room
while listening to that station.

The Virgin Net ShockWave tun-
er (www.virgin.net/radio/shockecV
index.html) uses a world map di-
vided into vertical segments for
selecting a station. As the cursor
moves over each segment, a cor-
responding station is shown in a
bar below the map.

To increase the number of sta-
tions offered, there is a band
switch feature enabling the sin-
gle row of segments to represent
one set of stations when the user
clicks on band A and a different
set of stations when the user
clicks on band B. The back-
ground color changes to show
which band is selected. A series
of nine preset buttons is also
available. Some other tuners
offer more stations and features;
however, the ShockWave tuner
provides an example of how to
keep the screen simple and un-
cluttered with minimal selections
and controls.

EarthTuner software starts with
a globe that can be rotated in any
direction (www.earthtuner.com).
Globe rotation is easily controlled
with the mouse. The region of
interest is selected with a click of
the mouse. Then a list of stations
from that region appears on the
screen. This station list is orga-
nized in a treelike structure, sim-
ilar to Windows Explorer, that
can be expanded or collapsed to
show different levels of detail.
When fully expanded, the listing
shows program types, stations

Circle (143) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Solid State

Transmitter

See Nautel
booth R3182
at NAB 2000
April 10 for
the Launch

You can also see the big launch o:: our Web site at www.nautel.co-n

Nautel Limited, Hackett's Cove, RR #1 Tantallon, Nova Scotia Canada 110J 3:0

Phone: (902) 823 2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 E-mail: info@nautel.com
Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401

Phone: (207) 947 8200 FAX 12071 047 36'01
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and even the different services each station
offers. Typical service choices include the sta-

tion's homepage, audio feeds at one or more
data rates and some video and special-

purpose services. Some stations offer au-
dio feeds at four different data rates, while
others offer separate feeds for mono and
stereo. Besides the globe, there is also a
search function that can identify stations
based on location, format, call sign or

any other criteria. The search func-
tion uses four fields: description,
location, format and link type.

Selection process
When selecting a station,

today's listener typically tunes
across the dial by frequency or
needs to read through large
amounts of text on the Internet.
When moving across the dial,
the listener can easily be dis-
tracted by the most powerful
signal and has no way to deter-
mine where the station is based. An Inter-
net listener often needs to read through
cluttered screens and long text -based lists

The ARES-C is so complete,
all you add are microphones.

How many different pieces of gear did you have to
take on your last remote assignment? Next time, take
just one, this one. With two (powered) mic and line
inputs, shock proof digital recorder, on -board non-

destructive virtual editor, & POTS telephone or ISDN
CODEC, you have everything you need to wrap-up

high quality audio for on -air broadcast in a
You can even skip baggage claim!

NAGIULARES
Nagra USA Inc.
240 Great Circle Rd. #326
Nashville, TN 37228

schedule a free trial
and see for yourself

tel. 615 726-5191
fax 615 726-5189
mail@nagra.com

Earth Tuner adds a new Interface to the Real Player.

of stations. In both situations, finding
local programming or other specific
content can be time-consuming and

complicated. The user -interface
functions Internet tuners provide
will change the process.

A key point for broadcasters is
that the listener's first selection can
be the station's location, call sign
or program type. Program or ser-
vice type and signal quality can be
selected with a level of accuracy
and detail that was not always
possible in the past. Listeners can
easily find local programming,
which could be a big plus for
stations that have invested in local
origination. This capability also en-
ables listeners to select from a range
of local programming, such as
news, sports, travel and music.
Stations within a particular market
could focus on narrowly defined
demographics for advertisers, au-
dience and programming.

The future
Probably the most interesting

aspect of Internet tuner software is
that it illustrates the potential for
new and diverse methods of se-
lecting stations. It also raises the
question of what other demo-
graphics, criteria or methods could
be used by listeners to select a
station, program or service. An-
other point to ponder is whether
these selection methods could be
used in an over -the -air receiver.
Some combination of software,
firmware, liquid crystal display and
RDS or subcarrier data on location
and program type would make
this possible. Individually, these
features can be found in receivers
already on the market. Develop-
ing the right combination is tech-
nically possible in the near future.
The challenge for broadcasters will
be competing and programming
in a world where listeners can
select what they want with increas-
ing accuracy and detail.

111.

Neil Lewbel specializes in new prod-
uct introductions and has worked in
both broadcast and data communi-
cations. He is based in Dublin, OH.
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BROADCAST SLIPALY WORLDWIDE

Audio Equipment for Broadcasters
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Microphor

BSW stocks hundreds

of microphones from
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pro audio. From the

largest studio

condenser to the

tiniest lavalier,

you'N find it at BSW

at a great low price.

CALL U-

beyerdynamicn

up SEA IMHEISER aucio-technica

SONY Ey SHU

To Order Call BSW 1-800-426-8434
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Spectantar 4 -Day
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By Matt Cheplic

Greater Washington Educational Telecom-
munications Association, known by its NPR

radio listeners and PBS member TV viewers as
WETA Washington, D.C., undertook a signifi-
cant endeavor when it decided to move around
the corner from its prior location into a six -
story building in Arlington, VA. The goal of the
move was to consolidate and update the radio
and TV technical facilities to create a space that
would support the company for the next 20
years. With the move to the new building, the
company hoped to get in on the ground floor of
something big.

4.

; Moto: One of the WETA-FM ;lion control rooms.

-



CwEr4
To help meet these goals, WETA

worked with architect Walters-Storyk
Design Group, Highland, NY, and
Communications Engineering Inc,
Newington, VA, a turnkey TV and
radio engineering and integration firm.

Because it initially intended to occu-
py the first floor of the new building,
the station made plans for accommo-
dating group tours. The first -floor plans
included an on -air production studio
and production control rooms as well
as large exterior windows that would

The best

sounding,

most reliable
digital audio
systems use

Digigram

sound cards.

Does yours?

igigrarn
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard. Suite 1004 Arlington. Virginia 22201

Phone: 1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161  E-mail: input@digigram.com  Wetywww.digigram.corn

The heart of the station, the WETA-FM on -
air studio is ergonomically designed to
ensure employee comfort.

give spectators outside of the build-
ing an exceptional view of the inte-
rior space (along the lines of NBC's
Today Show). After these plans had
been made, however, the station
found out that the tenant occupying
the ground floor did not intend to
leave. Therefore, WETA had to reas-
sign ground zero to the second floor.
This decision did more, however,

than deprive the citizens of Arlington
of an opportunity for voyeurism; it
also introduced a design obstacle. The
second floor had a ceiling height of
only about 11 feet, whereas the ground
floor's floor -to -ceiling height spanned
more than 16 feet. To overcome this
setback, the design approach had to
be revised. For example, technical
spaces were built with a raised floor
level of only 4 inches, since the ceil-
ing -to -floor height was so limited.
As originally intended, the facility

still nicely accommodates visitors.
Standing in the ISO A room, for
example, one can look through five
adjacent rooms into ISO B on the
other side of the floor. Guests can
also look directly into the on -air stu-
dio once they step off the elevator.

On the practical level, the second
floor received substantial acoustic
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Your Data Network is

NOUJ Your Audio Network.
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Route Multiple fludio Channels Easier and More Economicallq Than Ever.

Simplified transport

RAVE is a revolutionary audio transport system that

allows yo 1 to route multiple channels of audio over

standard ithernet hardware and cabling. A single RAVE

network can now replace hundreds of analog cables,

dramatically reducing installation time, effort and

cabling CD sts while improving routing flexibility and

audio pe formance.

One network

RAVE now supports "switched" network topologies so

you can run audio on your existing data network-

compleuly eliminating the cost of installing a dedicated

audio infrastructure with separate hardware and

cabling.Your network can be divided into "virtual LANs"

or VLANs allowing audio channels to travel alongside

asynchronous PC data and control traffic-without

affecting the audio signal.

Ethernet switches also allow RAVEs to link to other

types of networks, such as Gigabit Ethernet or

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks, for

added network capacity to route hundreds of audio

channels on the network. Switched networks can also

support Spanning Tree and Trunking that allow

redundant links for failsafe operation.

Cobiallet," compatiblE

RAVE uses Peak Audio's latest version of L. ColsaNet,

'baling it fully compatible with other CobraNe:-based

devices from other manufacturers.

Noon track record

From San Francisco Gty Hall to the Sydney' Opera

House, RAVE has prover to be the ideal :hoice fo solving

complex audio routing :hallenges at venues worldwide.

In fact, RAVE is ideal for broadcast faciities arenas,

th me parks, theaters, and other appdicabons needing

multiple audio channels routed over long distances

free of noise and hum.

For a free application guide or for more information call (800) 854-4079 or visit our website at www.qscaudio.com.

RAVE logallations Worldwide

Super Bowl XXXI, XXXII

Six Flags Over Georgia

Edison Field, Anaheim

Bellagio Hotel, Las Vegas

San Francisco City Hall

Safeco Field, Seattle

Imperial Hospital, London

Legoland, Carlsbad

National Exhibition Center, London

Bally's Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas

Southeast Christian Church,

Kentucky

SC
AUDIO

Bally's Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas
HEAR THE Po NEF OF TECHNOLOGY.
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Another view of the WETA-FM on -air studi 3.

Renaissance
In anoabcast
TPw, 4cfg2 tai Prilightenment

Ultra Tracker II
 Power Ratings From
3 60 kw With Inputs
Frim 1-5/8" To 6-1/8"

EIA Flange.

Double Dipole
 Custom Directional

Patterns Available To
Meet The Most

Demanding Protection
Requirements.

Ultra Tracker
 Single -Lobe Elevation

Means AuJibly Less
Multipath.

Pl4B
Booth 8L11286

ANTENNA CONCEPTS INC
660IC Merchandise Way  Diamond Springs, CA 956" 9

Phone:1530) 621-2015  Fax: 1530) 622-3274
sales@antennaconcepts.com  Websitc; www.antennaco-Kepts.com

treatment to address the location of
the building; it is next to a major
interstate highway and a helicopter
path to and from the Pentagon. Inter-
nally, adjacency to noisy mechanical
areas such as elevators and machine
rooms had to be addressed. The walls
were supplied by Whisper Walls, and
Kinetics provided the flooring.

Prepared for anything
lite 30 -year -old station records live

music performances such as folk pro-
grams and a fair amount of symphony
orchestra recordings at the Kennedy
Center and other venues. As an NPR
station, WETA offers such program-
ming as Morning Edition, All Things
Considered and Marketplace.
To accommodate WETA's TV

needs, hangers were included in the
ceiling of the radio studios for TV
lighting. At present, the radio studios
are not used for TV programming,
but the station wanted to be ready
for this scenario. This thinking fol-
lows a credo of being prepared for
whatever production opportunities
or needs may arise. The company's
credo also guided several technolo-
gy purchases. Most prominently,
WETA's migration helped solidify the
station's move to digital gear. The
centerpiece of this strategy is Stud-
er's OnAir 2000 digital console. Pro-
duction B features this console, as do
the three edit rooms and the on -air
studio. Because the console is soft-
ware -configurable, operators can
easily tap into settings like equaliza-
tion and reverse phase. If the need
arises to broadcast from a production
room, recalling the on -air studio's
settings is simple.

Production room A features, in con-
trast, a Soundtrax Virtua computer -
based console, which allows for sur-
round sound and multitracking mixing.
This mixer also offers a simple stereo
console, which means the room can
become as basic or advanced as needs
dictate. While radio does not yet have
a need for multichannel sound, high -
definition television does, and WETA
is preparing for HDTV promo music,
among other things. The station's field
work will most likely be recorded for
surround sound beginning next fall. A

Circle (150) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Digital field recording

"The new recorder is a big leap

forward f-om the mask -centric

consumer MD portables that
have been adapted for profes-

sional usc."

"Delight -Fully straightforward to

use, ant cleary much thought
has been given to the end user."

- Studio Sound

"The PMD650 will be a big hit
with radio broadcasters...this
unit is a big step up from the
domestic pale -sized units."

- Line Up

The first truly professional
MiniDisc record ar arrives

fielc -13ve relied cn Marantz
Professional portable cassette
recorders. That's oecause these
recorders are bui t to be durable,
reliable, and easy to use, for

V

No.A Marantz Professional has
appl ed its experence in portable
reddr iing to develop the
PMD350 Portab e MiniDisc
Recorder. For reporters and
producers in the field w`lol-ave
made cue with :onsumer MD
reco-ders, or temperamental
DA (Juts, and /or those search-
ing for the right digital solution,
the ,kait is over

The PMD650 is a rugged re-
corder that's loaded wir.h profes-
sicral features
 stereo XLR inputs

RID NAN ir
PROFESSIONAL

PMD650 Portable MiniDisc Recorder

XLR and RCA dg tal outpu.
Built in mic and Speaker
headphone jack with leve
control

I

Level Sync Redo -ding for
automatic leve' control
Ambient Noise Cancel f Iter
for cutting high and low
frequencies

And oecause safety in rec:-.rdinq

includes two special featt.res

 CU3I ncnc. mode. In tt-is
lidde a single input is re-
medel on:o two tracks, v.rith
tie second track 1EdB lower
tian the f rst.This gives ou a
bask .ip track in case of level
overloads on the first :raok.

Reco-d-memory cache hat
:.scnt-moLs y captures 5
secoics of aadio before the

BRO AD CAS T

BRADLEY
PPO AUD I 0

7.1,13-G Grove Ro 31 I Freder ck MC 21704 EID0-32-7805 Fax: 301-682-8377

infbittrEd e brcadcast.com
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Bryston Audio amplifier and B&W
monitor speakers complete the sur-
round -sound monitoring.
The station chose Studer CD play-

ers. For mics, the station uses Neu-
mann U87s. Neumann TLM 103s are
used for guest positions. A variety of
Neumann, Schoeps, AKG and other
mics find their way into the field
(recording an entire symphony or-
chestra tends to use up mics quickly).

Previously, when WETA recorded
NPR programs that required a delay,
they were recorded directly to DAT.
But in keeping with its new location
and direction, the station now records
to Broadcast Electronics' AudioVault
hard -disk system. The station still
uses Sony and Tascam DATs for
archiving shows, but hard disk has
taken over the reins for short-term
storage. The AudioVault features
72GB of storage (more if you count
the backup RAID array drives). Inci-
dentally, there is not a cart machine to
be found in the building. The station
is also converting all field equipment
to digital. Currently, recording in the

THE ALL IN ONE PORTABLE HARD DISK RECORDER

Does your portable recorder....
- Record to hard disk?

Record mpeg compressed audio?
- Record linear files?

- Perform non-destructive editing?
Have a built-in ISDN codec?

Communicate through a standard modem?
Transfer files to a hard disk editor?

Then you must already own a COURIER from Sonifexl

www.independentaudio.com - info4independentauclio.com

INDEPENDENT AUDIO

43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101-1805
PH 207 773.2424 FX 207.773.2422
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The windows in production B provide a
clear view of several other studios.

field is accomplished with 24 -bit
Tascam DAT machines, but signals
are routed through an analog console,
which is likely to change.

Editing is done on a Microsound
workstation from MicroTechnology
Unlimited. The same computer in the
production rooms also runs the Audio-

Vault software for storage and play-
back of the completed productions.
The switcher at WETA is a Grass

Valley AES, designed for up to 256 X
256. Presently, 128 inputs and 64
outputs are employed. In addition to
routing for the satellite receivers,
every DAT machine is routed to the
switcher, so copies can all be run off
from the same source. Naturally, the
station has its share of computers. In
an unusual configuration, all hard
drives are on the ground floor (in an
area the aforementioned tenant was
not occupying at the time of the
move). Only keyboards, monitors
and mice are upstairs in the studios;
all are routed to the downstairs hard-
ware via Cybex extenders. Having
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Do More, Spend Less
"Scott Studios Saves My Stations $45,000 per Year"
Doug Lane, owner and GM of WWDL (FM), WICK (AM) and WYCK (AM), Scranton and Wilkes
Barre, PA says he "saves more than $45,000 per year with Scott Studios' Voice Trax automation.
While the investment was major for a small family company like ours, the pay back was fast and
real. And the savings are year after year after year.

'Unless
we are running evening baseball or Friday night high school football, we close the

building at 6PM and operate unattended until 5:30 the next morning.
"We use several independent announcers to record Voice Trax for us, along with our regular staff.
Even me! We operate both live assist and automation."
Normally, each announcer records a fresh show every day. Scott's exclusive Voice/Music
Synchronizer guarantees every song plays only with the correct voice track. If a jock gets too busy
and doesn't do their show in time, Scott s unique Voice Trax System automatically airs evergreen
standbys that sound right! Doug says, "No one but Scott Studios has this great fail-safe feature.
Scott Studios' System provides a separate specific generic Voice Trax for every track for every hour
and every day of the week in case someone can't track their show in time."
Scott's Voice Trax recorder is the industry's easiest to use: most tasks are done with just one
button. The mouse and keyboard are seldom touched. Voice Trax take only seconds per cut to
record. Scott's AutoPost makes announcers sound better and minimizes Voice Trax re -cuts.
Experienced jocks don't waste time checking their work because they hear their voice and
surrounding music and spots in context while recording.

LAI
. Knew I Loved You

01 for 2 weeks In March. 2000
:11/4:24/F HIT DA346111 7:43
Savage Garden

Half A Minute Rends
Basta Jewel
L 6/28 20

Happiness

L 715 5p

Hang On Tight
Ric Ocasek
L 712 3a '. , 3p

Harbor Lights
Vanessa Williams 81:F 0Beth Bruce Homsby
L 7/9 Hp L 71611a L 7/4 2a

Harvest Moon Have I Told You Li Have You Ever R.
Neil Young Rod Stewart
L 717 4p N 7110 . L 712 7p .

Bryan
N 71 Ijj_ql

Have You Ever
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He'll Never Lowe
Kathy Troccoli

'.L 6130 5a N 7/1: L 7/2 8p L 7/4 3a

Hear Me In The Ha Heart Don't Fail M.
IlpHear/12loinZa Judd/M. E tlaRiCocianmck Jr.

Heaven And Earth Heaven Knows Here In My Heart

Rita Coolidge/Lee
L 71 3p .

Al Jarreau Luther Vaedross Chicago
L 7/4 10a L 7/1 9p L 7/2 7a '. '

Here There 8. Ever Here To Love You Hero
Celine Dion

Hero

Melissa Manchest David Crosby/Phil
L 7/5 Bp L 715 12m L 7/5 7p .. ,i

Hero's Dream2.34
Manah Carey Jim Bnckrnan
L 7,3 1p L 7/3 7p

High Sierra Higher Gound Hold On My Heart
Trio (Harris. Ronst Barbra Streisand Genesis
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L 712 1p L 71 10a
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Show Me The Meaning Of..
Backstreet Boys
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Stations can lock the door
and go home with
confidence. Scott has
exclusive watchdog
circuits that make our
systems more self -
healing and reliable than
others. Scott predicts

Doug Lane,
Owner and GM,

WWDL, WICK and
WYCK, Wilkes-Barre

and Scranton, PA
Doug's stations have

used Scott Studios'
Voice Trax systems for

many years.

many problems fore they occur, usually as soon as
logs are done. Scott also pages people who can make
last minute adjustments off -site by modem (if needed).

After a year of trouble -free operation, Doug Lane says,
"It was fun to get five calls at the studio over the
Holidays from out of town PD's and GM's wanting to
speak with me because they heard me 'on the air'.
Guess what? I wasn't even there! They were amazed at
our Voice Trax and Scott's accurate Time Checks too.
Actually, they were 'very impressed'!
Doug is now installing Scott's automated temperature
announcer. He says, 'Scott's features are great. The
savings are even better! I wouldn't want to run my

The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or stations without Scott Systems!"
audition of any song simply by spelling a few letters of its title or artist. You Scott Systems are delivered with your music library
see when songs played last and when they'll play next. You also get voice pre -dubbed, plus time -saving CD nppers that digitally
tracking while listening to music in context, hot keys, automatic recording and transfer music to hard drive in seconds, no -dub instant
graphic waveform editing and scrub of of phone calls, all in one computer! LAN spot uploads from Sonic Foundry multi -track

production, MPEG and uncompressed digital audio (at
a compressed price) and a week of Scott School training of your whole staff at your station. You get Cart Walls for instant
requests, a phone recorder with waveform and audible scrub editing, the ability to record Voice Trax in your air studio while
listening to your music in context in headphones, title and artist displays for your website, time announce and Cat. 5 audio
wiring for fast installation. Scott's SS32 System can feed different spots to webcasts or second stations, run satellite formats and
ABC's LocalMax. Scott Studios offers optional auto -transfers of spots and Voice
Trax to distant stations over Internet or WAN, wire capture and newsroom editors,
unattended school closing reports and 24/7 live support via toll -free cell phones. SC airer Sea, 49 4/
Scott Studios' unequaled money -saving features mean more U.S. stations use Scott
than any other digital air studio systems (5,500 workstations in 2,250 U.S. Stations 13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 4i )(I
and nine of the top ten groups). See our web site and toll -free phone at the right. Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

Internet: www.scottstudios.com
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 H -See Scott's NAB Radio Booth R4093
and Video Booth L2506 at the LVCC. (800) SCOTT -77
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the equipment downstairs al-
lows it to be kept cool with-
out chilling out the human
operators; it also keeps noise
to a minimum in the studios.

For wiring, WETA relies on
7552 coaxial cable rather than
11051 twisted -pair. The con-
soles were ordered with 7552
inputs, which eliminated the
need to convert. More impor-
tantly, as sample rates move
to higher frequencies, coax
can accommodate that growth
(as evidenced by its preva-
lence among video facilities).

Outdoors, WETA depends on
a Caterpillar 450kW generator,
which powers the TV and ra-
dio facility. The station has a
downlink for NPR's satellite
system, via a 3.8 -meter
Comtech dish. That signal is
brought to Comstream receiv-
ers on the first floor. A fiber
optic link made by Ortel pre-
vents a grounding problem and carries
the information more efficiently

c

The alit rnnmc are smaller than the nthar Outline but hict ac funrtinnal Farh of WFTA.FM'c three
edit rooms is built around a Studer audio console.

between the roof and first floor.
There is an unusual element to the

Webcasting? WebCaster!
Internet Processor - $1850
CONDITION PROGRAM AUDIO
FOR OPTIMUM "STREAMING
AUDIO'. QUALITY

"Broadcasting- in real-time over Internet implies
unique technical issues. Most listeners use a
dial -up connection with its aggressive data
compression and coding techniques to yield
quality that is acceptable, at best.

Your on -air audio chain was not designed to
address Internet processing needs. Our WebCaster
was specifically developed to cope with the limited
bandwidth and throughput of current 'streaming'
audio technology. It gives the listener best possible
audio quality without overtaxing the delivery system.

I r-10\10nic s
i.,w,f,lA.t, ',.1111.1t-rk, uA '.,,,,,t,0
TEL. (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
www ,novon corn  e-mail: info@inovon.com
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satellite system: When the station
moved into its new home, it was told
the audio system was at -20dBfs, the
station's standard reference level. Upon
further inspection, it proved to be
-14dBfs, which means the network
channels are 6db hotter than the rest of
the plant. A Ward -Beck sample rate
converter adjusts the level.

WETA was fully up and running on
time and on budget. All in all, it's a
fully digital signal through conver-
sion to RF. With its move to the new
facility, WETA will continue to reach
its diverse Washington, D.C., audi-
ence, and it will be poised to deliver
that audience the latest broadcast-
ing innovations.

Read more on WETA-FM
in the Studio Spotlight

www.beradio.com

Matt Cheplic is a freelance writer and former
associate editor for Millimeter.

Thanks to radio chief engineer Eric Hoehn,
Walters-Storyk Design Group and Com-
munications Engineering Inc. for their con-
tributions to this story. Photos Pages 60.
64 and 68 courtesy of Communications
Engineering Inc: pages 62 and 66 by
Wolsch/Pollara Photography and courtesy
of Walter-Storyk Design Group.
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We're evo(ving.

Watch the transformation at

www.mediacentral.com

You've been with us from the beginning, but we've only just begun.

media0 entnal
www.mediacentral.com

Your one -click resource for media tools, news and community.
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Report

TieLine POTS codec
By Mike Rabey

O'1 :s codecs have revolutionized remote broad-
casts for many radio stations. These ubiquitous
boxes have made good -sounding remotes possi-

ble without exorbitant line charges or unmanageable
lead times. Although they are extremely versatile, these
boxes have yet to challenge the sound quality of their
upscale brethren, ISDN codecs.

But that situation may be changing. The TieLine codec
uses Lucent Technology's PAC audio coding algorithm to
provide audio quality that raises the bar for POTS remotes.

A better mousetrap
Much of the unit's 1: ipressive perfor-

mance is due to its improved mo-
dem. The unit's designers buih
their own modem around
new modem chip. The co-
dec circuitry talks directly

connection times and

Performance at a glance
 Improved modem
 Lucent PAC coding
 Constant display of connection quality
 Remote control from both ends
 Free software upgrades
 Excellent sound quality
 Manual or automatic control of data rate
 Optional PC control software

improving
data transfer rates.
Audio stuttering
and dropouts are

greatly reduced. Also, the connection is rock -solid, without
any unanticipated line drops. The unit establishes a phone
line connection in less time than other units I have seen. It
is reassuring to know that the TieLine will not drop the line
unless it is commanded to do so by the user at either end.

Once the connection is established, the unit constantly
monitors the line, automatically incrementing the data rate
upward, if possible. The data rate can be adjusted manu-
ally as well. The front panel provides a constant readout
of connection quality as a percentage as different data
rates are selected and implemented (the conversion takes
less than a second). The modem automatically chooses
the best of four digital access arrangements to optimize
the interface with central -office equipment.

Does all this technical wizardry translate into better
sound? My answer is yes. The TieLine sounds bright and
smooth on music, and punchy and crisp on voice. Both
high and low frequencies have superior extension and

definition. I was tempted to compare the sound with a
mono ISDN codec, but the highest frequencies exhibit
that familiar swirling sound that suggests aggressive bit
reduction is taking place. This effect was more apparent
on music than on voice. The voice quality is very good.

There is always a downside; in this case it is delay time. The
transmission delay seemed to be about double that of other
POTS codecs, on the order of one full second. This may or
may not he a problem with some applications.

The specs
:nost POTS codecs, one unit can both send
and receive. Two packages are available, a

tabletop remote version and a rack -

mount studio version. Each
can be used for either appli-
cation. The remote unit seems
quirky at first, with its large
rotary- switch pushbutton con-

trol knob, but the operation is
intuitive and straightforward once

you get used to it.
If the air talent at the remote site is

ncntechnical, you can lock out the controls
on the remote unit and make all adjustments

from the studio unit. The remote unit can activate
two relays (expandable to eight) in the studio unit for

remote control, and a low -speed, 170b/s serial port is
included. Two audio inputs can be either mic or line level,
and levels are clearly displayed on the multisegment level
meter. All the input and output connections are on the
back of the remote unit.

Overall, the TieLine earns high marks for stability,
sound quality and features in the competitive POTS
codec market. If you are considering buying one of these
versatile boxes, this feature -laden import from Australia
deserves careful consideration.
Mike Rabey is president of Indy Audio Incorporated. Indianapolis.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry. for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and
to aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any device
tested. positive or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Co

EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain
NIP -1 1 600W -3.3

MP -2 2 800W 0

MP -3 3 800W 1.4

MP -4 4 800W 3.3

MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3

MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1

N!IP-3-6 6 3,000W 5.2

1 IM
4,0W POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Time Warranty

Price
$250
$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820

$2,270
$2,740

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,00CW 4.3 $3,150

P-6 6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

A

/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

Conn

See us at NAB Booth SR2688

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



Computer integration in
radio stations:

Computers
play a key role
in radio - beyond
audio storage, editing
and playback.

The
integration of computers into

radio stations is nothing new;
many stations could no longer

stay on the air or do business without
them. But the integration of systems,
hardware and software continues to
evolve every day. More than ever,
there is a need for computers and
digital systems to not only talk to
each other and share commands and
files but also on a larger scale.

For some time, computer networks
have been used in radio stations for

business applications, and now they
are becoming mainstays on the oper-
ations side of the building. The num-
ber of networks that allows storage
and retrieval of archived information
and sharing of files around a radio
station is growing. Furthermore, net-
working on a grander scale, using
wide area networks (WANs), is allow-
ing radio stations to share this informa-
tion among multiple locations. In ad-
dition, the Internet has become a
necessity for communication and re -

By Conrad Trautmann

search, and its
use continues to

expand in the radio -
station environment.

In short, computer
equipment integration is in-

creasing on the individual station
level in many ways. Similarly, a rise in
such integration between stations
allows multiple locations to operate
more efficiently. Moreover, the In-
ternet is playing a more prominent
role in the operation of radio stations.

Studio integration
At the level of individual stations,

equipment manufacturers are ad-
dressing the need for sharing of
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files and information between their
own systems and those of other
manufacturers. Orban, for exam-
ple, has developed its RIFF/cart
extension standard, also called cart
chunk. (For more information on
the cart chunk, see A bridge be-
tween systems: The cart chunk pro-
posal, August 1999, p. 41). When
you examine the process once in-
volved in dubbing a produced piece
from a multitrack digital editor to a
digital audio delivery system, you
probably wonder why the process
cannot be made easier. The editing
system saves the file on a hard
drive and the delivery system pulls
the information off a hard drive, so
why can't the editor simply dump
the file to the delivery system?
This approach would avoid the
conversion process back to analog
to run through a console (for those
of us who don't have digital con-
soles in production yet) and then
back to digital.

Orban offers one example of this
integration. Network support exists
for the Audicy multitrack audio edi-
tor. With the addition of the cart -
extension technology to the latest
software revision, the production cre-
ated on the editor can be transferred
directly to the ENCO and Broadcast
Electronics on -air delivery systems.
Prophet and Scott Systems are not far
away. While this prospect sounds
good in itself, it gets even better:
Entering data such as cut informa-
tion, including titles, cut numbers,
artists, run dates and time, onto the
production itself saves a step. The
on -air delivery system then reads
and interprets this data. The file is
transferred to a directory on the net-
work that the digital audio delivery
system can read and then move to
the proper place.

Another good example of this pro-
cess in action is WHTZ, Z -100's studio
in New York. Chief Engineer Josh
Hadden recently hosted the New York
Chapter of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers for a tour of the new facility.
(Look for Z-100 in a Facility Show-
case in an upcoming issue of BE
Radio.) This facility's integration of
digital equipment is exemplary. The

Harris DRC-2000 main studio console
acts as a control surface for the ENCO
DAD Pro32 digital audio delivery
system and the Sierra Automated
Systems switcher. The interface be-
tween the console and automation
system includes remote control and
tallies as well as serial data, which
enables the information for the load-
ed audio cut to be displayed on the
alpha -numerical display on the fader.
Similarly, the console acts a control
head for the SAS 64000 audio switch-

er to select which source is assigned
to each fader.
These configurations are important,

since the console is programmable
for different fader and source config-
urations for production or on -air.
Depending on the selected configu-
ration, all of the associated equip-
ment has to follow.

Networking integration
As networking technology embeds

itself in the operations side of the

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa com/103

NeumaunlUSA tho TT A! 11):-1
Telephone 860.434 5220  FAX 860 434 3 48

www.beradlo.com
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radio station, we are beginning to
see growth in the use of that tech-
nology to connect multiple loca-
tions. WANs, once used primarily
for business applications in larger
companies, are now becoming
more common in the operations

side of the radio business.
The AMFM Radio Group distrib-

utes audio across its WAN to supply
small -market stations with large -mar-
ket talent. The company maintains
audio production head ends in Aus-
tin, TX, and in Ft. Myers, FL. An -

Digital Network
Central Site "Cloud"

Cen
Local

ors

ce
cornpail
riber

Lential °ince
local phone compan7

or subscriber

J Remote Sit

Mlle

Serve'

Achieve greater resource sharing with computer LAN and WAN integration.

nouncers can voice track entire
shows from these locations. The
audio is then distributed from these
locations via the WAN to the intend-
ed stations. Although this concept is
not necessarily new, it is becoming
more widespread. The need for
broadcast engineers to know large-
scale computer networking is more
important than ever. To strengthen
its engineers' computer -networking
skills, AM/FM provides training at no
charge for Novell (CNE) and Mi-
crosoft (MCSE) training.

Internet integration
liae you had to deal with MP3 files

yet? If not, you will soon. According to
a recent report, MP3 has become the
most searched -for item on Internet
search engines. Evidence for the for-
mat's popularity abounds: AltaVista
just redesigned its search page, add-
ing a tab dedicated solely to MP3 and
Cox Interactive Media, a division of
Cox Enterprises, which also owns
Cox Radio, has entered into a part-
nership with mp3radio.com.

Audio Production for Music, Broadcast and the Web

June 12-13, 2000
New York Hilton & Towers. New York City

StudioPro2000 Workshops on Surround Sound

8 GREAT SEMINARS!
Putting Music on the Web
Multichannel Sound for DTV
The Future of Music Delivery: DVD-Audio. SACD
and the Web
Beyond Sneaker -Net: Network -Based Production
What Are You Mixing Through...and Why?
Getting in Sync: Digital Systems and Interfacing
Studio Design: Case Studies in Setting Up for
Surround
Studio Business: New Technologies.
New Opportunities

PLUS, TWO VERY SPECIAL LUNCHEON FORUMS
June 12: Music Producers Forum
(Sponsored by Ouantegy: Presented by
the New York Chapter of the Recording
Academy )

Production, Web Audio Production and Workstation Production.

Moderators and workshop leaders include: Dan Daley. Phil De Lancie.
Charles Dye. Bob Hodas. Mel Lambert, George Petersen and Tony Visconti,
with others to be announced.

June 13: The Changing Sound of Television:
From Stereo to Digital Surround (Sponsored
by Dolby)

If you attend only one conference this year, make it StudioPro2000!
Request your conference information and registration materials today! Register online at www.mixonline.com,
or contact Robert Irwin by TEL: (510) 653-3307. FAX: (510) 653-5142. or E-mail: robert irwin@intertec.com.

00 Dolby
QUANTEGY

audio technica cligiclhemigr-V
Avid

ACTIVL MONONIVG
NETIICIflR

GENELEC
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7111.a.zyr_g,
An Invitation to Trial the

TieLine Digital Audio Codec
and Free Entry to 1VAB2000

Not all POTS Digital Audio Codecs are alike!
Not only can you broadcast full duplex studio -quality audio from
any location back to your studio using a standard telephone
line with the TieLine Digital Audio CodEc, the TieLine can
remote control the audio input levels at the remote site
from the studio (or vice -versa)!

TieLine is so easy to use. your par' -timer can
figure it out. Tests prove TieLine modems are more
stable, reliable, and connect at higher rates than
ccmpeting codecs. When you conned. TieLine's
screen shows you immediately how good the line is
wth a visual display of your "connection quality"! You'll
have peace of mind knowing where you stand every
second of the broadcast. NO other coded provides that.

The audio quality has to be heard to be believed. Ii fact,
TieLine handles both music and voice simultaneously No other
codec in the world can claim that! Type messages to each other
without affecting the audio. Operate every function of the TieLine
from a PC with the RS232 port. Unlike any other brand, you
can upgrade your TieLine from the internet as the Algo-
rithm, DSP, and Operating Software technology advances!
Don't get "stuck" with obsolete equipment unlike that
"other- brand (that costs more than TieLine).

Forget costly ISDN, RF links, satellite links and cedicated
program lines. Broadcast studio -quality audio over a normal
phone line anytime, anywhere!

Best of all, you won't
believe TieLine's price!

Book your FREE TRIAL now. Test drive a TieLine.
Hear the audio. Scroll through the menu. See for
yourself just how easy it is to use a TieLine.

We'll even send you a TieLine for free!'
Fax or mail the form below now. Hurry!
First come, first served.

Fill it in. Fax it back. 317-655-9995

Free N4B2000 Entry
worth $150!

http ,',www.nE Lorg/conyentions/nab2C GO/
Use our spea,ai exhibitor's code a-cl get

complimerrte-y entry to the exhbits
when you re4Eter on the NAB website.

Cu- Code is JB18.
See the Tietine at Booth R3f 92

in the Radio Hall.

5L Mz.nument Circle, Suite 250
Indianapolis. IN 46204 USA

P-i: 317-655-9396 Fax: 317-655-9395 email: klwebb@proigynet

Company Name

Contact Person Tqle

Street Address

City State Zip

Telephone Fax Emai

Shipping and handling is free. Security deposit required.
Cirle (149) on Free Into Card or

online at www.beradt.com



Tyke lima Mug
Indiana University recently banned

students from using Napster
(www.napster.com), an Internet ap-
plication used for searching and
playing music in the MP3 format.
According to the university, the
activity accounted for 55 percent
of the traffic across the college's
computer network. This statistic
provides hard evidence of MP3's
popularity. If this trend in the for-
mat's popularity continues, those
of us in the radio community could

NSN Keeps Your

Network UP!
Building the world's most
advanced satellite delivery
platform available to the
radio industry.

Call us to find out why
both the small regional
and the nation's
largest networks
utilize NSN.

feel its effects in many ways.
Toward this end, my station has

already had an experience with MP3.
A commercial was delivered by
e-mail to our station in MP3 format.
No one knew how to accept this
form of delivery. A chain of events
started, which eventually led to the
engineering department for resolu-
tion. Fortunately, one of the studios
had an Internet -capable computer
with a sound card wired to the board.
We had to install an e-mail client and

303.925.1708
email: sales@nsn.net

www.nsn.net

Visit us at NAB Booth #R2581
April 10-13

NSW
A Clear Channel Communications Company

an MP3 decoder to play back the file.
Having done this, the file began its
course through the station's on -air
delivery system.
We currently have Internet -ready

computers in a few of our station's
production rooms to allow the staff
to download audio cuts for on -air
playback. However, these comput-
ers may be insufficient in the near
future. If commercial distribution
via MP3 continues to grow, we will
he forced to consider an Internet -

ready, audio -ready computer in
every room. In most cases, these
computers would be in addition to
a multitrack digital audio editor and
a workstation for the digital audio
delivery system.

Another application for these In-
ternet -ready computer systems is
the new song releases only avail-
able online in MP3 format. One
recent example was the debut of a
song from Jimmy Page and the Black
Crowes. There are also applications
for posting audio files to our sta-
tion's website.

Streaming audio integration
In the rush to upload a stream to

the Internet, most stations simply
bridged a feed off their program line
to the transmitter. Now, with the
ability to split audio from the same
digital audio delivery system, it is
not difficult to send a separate Inter-
net feed. Music can be duplicated,
but IDs, promos and commercials
can be customized for use on the
Internet. This is all the better, since
major manufacturers take the Inter-
net and streaming audio seriously.
(For more on streaming audio and
Internet tuners, see Streaming au-
dio on the Internet, p. 42.)

At the receiver end, you can tune
in your favorite Internet radio sta-
tion with more than just a comput-
er. Kerbango has announced an
Internet radio that offers an easy
user interface to listen to audio
from the Net without a computer.
According to the company's web -
site, the radio will connect to the
Internet via a network card or mo-
dem. Internet radio stations will be
displayed by category, and stations

Circle (159) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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will be selected with a tuning knob.
The radio will also receive AM and
FM signals. The user will need an
Internet connection, but there is no
charge for the service.

Other companies now provide sim-
ilar devices with a low -power trans-
mitter and receiver combination so
you can tune the station in at your
computer and bring the portable
receiver anywhere in your home to
give you mobile freedom.

Another indication of the increased
attention to webcasting is the intro-
duction of audio processors designed
specifically for this purpose. With
advances in audio quality of the var-
ious codecs, it has become necessary
to process the signal to offer a com-
petitive sound. Take into account
that the computer listening environ-
ment is typically low -quality, which
presents a new challenge in audio
processing. Different bit rates re-
quire individual attention. One ad-
vantage in processing for the Inter-
net is that relative loudness is not as
much of a factor across the Internet.
Listeners are not yet comparison lis-
tening. As a result, you start with
better quality.

Equipment access and control
Computer access of equipment can-

not be overlooked. It is amazing
what you can do with a laptop com-
puter from your living room these
days. Probably the most common

piece of equipment
at the radio station
that people access
with a computer is
the transmitter re-
mote control. Nearly
all of the remote -con-
trol manufacturers
have software pack-
ages that allow dial -in
access to their sys-
tems. It is possible to
view tower site pa-
rameters and control
equipment from your
keyboard. This access
also makes setting the
parameters and labels
much easier. Some
remote -control sys-
tems offer the ability to set up mac-
ros that will follow a sequence of
events based on a time or an input.
Pattern and transmitter switching are
two examples of how such macros
can be useful.

Other manufacturers have followed
suit, offering custom software ac-
cess their systems. Belar's latest line
of modulation monitors will allow
you to attach a modem and dial in to
view the latest modulation, pilot
injection and SCA injection. You can
adjust the modulation remotely. For
those with a composite clipper at
the tower site, Belar offers two com-
posite loop -through ports that allow
you to adjust the input to the clip -

Besides conventional AM and FM signals, the Kerbangm
tuner receives webcasts.

per and the output while viewing
the results in real time.
Audio processing is another area

where manufacturers have devel-
oped computer access and control,
and remote dial -in and control are
available_ Probably the biggest ad-
vantage is that settings can be stored
on the processor and on your com-
puter. Changes can be made with
confidence because original set-
tings can be restored. Another ad-
vantage is that changes can be
made from any listening environ-
ment you choose, rather than at the
tower site or in a small rack room at
the studio, where conditions may
be less than ideal.

ANTEX
digital

AUDIO

Make switching from analog
to digital as easy as this.

Analog or digital, Antex has you covered.
When you add the best 20 -bit digital sound
quality, highly stable W]ndows 95/98/NT
software, and up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs,
we think you'll agree that the Broadcaster
Series is the one for you. To find out
more, visit www.antex.com tooay or call
1-800-338-4231.

Circle (160) on Free Info Card or go to www beradio.com
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Now RDL® makes Digital life a lot
simpler with E3 New Products

featuring si IRE-LOKTm
NNW

.,. .`.

RDLMIFP-DFC1 DIGITAL AUDIO FORMAT CONVERTER
+

SPDIF

LOCK
AES/EBU

5LL
,1,1

c?8
INPUTS OUTPUT tL0

0 USE ONLY ONE INPUT
OPTICAL COAXIAL D

+ I 0
(("t)

+V+ a)

CE

New Flat -Pak'"' Series

For format conversion, switching and distribution, RDL
has a digital product for you. Each featuring Sure -Lek
The auto -recovery circuitry that monitors the most
frequent causes of latch -up and reinitiates digital signal
lock, bringing a higher level of stability in a variety of
professional environments.

RDL
Radio Design Labs

Toll free (800) 281-2683
Local (805) 684-5415

Document Server (800) 391-0017
Europe (++31) 20-6238 983
Web Page www.rdlnet.com

Circle (161) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Manufacturing

The Best For

Amateur Radio

and Broadcast

Applications

v°
Svetlana
ELECTRON DEVICES

Headquarters: 8200 S. Memorial Parkway Huntsville, AL 35801
Phone: 256-882-1344 Fax: 256-880-8077

Mktg & Eng.: 3000 Alpine Road Portola Valley, CA 94028
Phone: 650-233-0429 Fax: 650-233-0439

Circle (162) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

MIS
Many of the on -air digital audio delivery systems offer

dial -in access from a remote location. Remote access
programs like Symantec's PC Anywhere make it possible
to take control of the studio from a remote location and
control the audio, possibly eliminating the need for a
board operator. Dial -in access can also help in trouble-
shooting the system if there is a problem.

Generator manufacturers offer dial -in access, too. An
option on some transfer switches these days is a dial-

in remote control board for remote monitoring and
control. The uninterruptible power supply is another
device that comes with its own monitoring software.
One manufacturer, APC, has paging capability built in
to page a network administrator when it has switched
to battery power. With a serial connection to the
server, it is pos-
sible for the UPS
to send a com-
mand to the
server to prop-
erly shut down
before the pow-
er is exhausted.

Unlimited
connectivity

Anything that
can be access-
ed remotely
has the poten-
tial for moving
to the Internet
permanently. It
is not unreason-
able to think
that transmitter
remote control
manufacturers
will soon design
equipment with

most rack -room equipment can be exter-
nally accessed or controlled

network cards and TCP/IP capability.
When these features become the standard, transmitter
control and monitoring could be accomplished from
any Internet connection.

Once studio integration reaches a peak, manufactur-
ers being to think globally, building systems that work
together beyond the local studio, linking all of these
highly integrated studio locations together to allow
seamless operation from any location. More manufac-
turers will take the lead to create new standards that will
allow this to happen. If you think about where the last
10 years has taken us, it is truly exciting to see what's
waiting around the corner.

Thanks to Jeff Littlejohn. VP engineering of AM/FM, Glenn Sand-
ers at Zaxcom. Clark Novak at Cutting Edge/Telos, and Al Salci
at SAS for their assistance in preparing this article. Photo credits..
Page 78 courtesy of RDA Systems.

Conrad Trautmann. CSRE, is chief engineer and IS manager for
Cox Radio, Long Island, NY.
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www.antex.com
Antex Electronics: If you're looking for the most versatile, best -
sounding sound cards for broadcast applications, it's time to look at
Antex. Browse through Antex's complete line of analog and digital -
ready products, read independent product reviews, get in-depth
technical information, check out high -end applications of Antex
products in the Sound Advice newsletter and buy products securely
online. Already a customer? 111tVY nloacl drivers, software, owners
manuals and more.
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www.systemstore.com
SystemsStore.com: Doing your own studio systems project?
This site has everything you need, including advice! Assembled
by the experienced staff at RDA Systems, the site has over 1200
items including racks, cable, connectors, cable ties, D -rings and
punchblocks, all from well-known names like Belden, Gepco,
StudioHub, Panduit, and Neutrik, and much, much more. New items
are added daily and everything is available for ordering on-line!

472,-texsit

RadioSoft Rel
ComStudy V 5.4 September 7, 1999

comstoy yLlm September 9, 1999
t 11,,, 11.1ses ComStudy July 2, 19991

Upcoming Shows
 APCO Regional, Corpus Christi, February 16 - 17, 2000
. CTIA New Orleans, February 28 - March 1, 2000, Booth
1952
 1WCE Las Vegas, March 22 - 24, 7000, Booth 365
 NAB Las Vegas, April 2000
 UTC Phoenix, June 25 - 27, 2000, Booth 415
. APCO Boston, August 13 - 17, Booth 2338

www.radiosoft.com
RadioSoft: The industry leader in the development of radio
engineering software. Fifteen years of software development have
been brought together in ComStudy 2.2, today's leading software
package. This leading edge technology is being used by federal
agencies, state agencies, coordinating bodies broadcasting
stations as well as many two-way radio and cellular planners. Visit
air website and see the very latest radio engineering software.
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www.musicmusicmusic.com
music music music: We bring our database of music to you, with the
absolute best in Internet music delivery. By employing cutting edge
technology, we provide turnkey solutions for all of your music
database needs, as well as Web design, completely customized
music for your website and a wide range of promotional tools. Be a
part of the future of Internet music now. Check out our website at
www.musicmusicmusic.com.
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www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies provides
radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for live
assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions
starting as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products and find out how our clients sound better and save money
with our unsurpassed quality, reliability and support.

Logitek
Digital with a !fetter Difference

Al Log.k pod.bwe fiee fvu nice  ou and we 4 I,.
;Or edittl would 6 oeseve r- if . I. 0
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www.logitekaudio.com
Logitek Electronic Systems: Manufacturer of digital audio
consoles plus a full line of audio meters. Visit our website for
information on the NUMIX, ROC -5 and ROC -10 digital audio
consoles. You'll also find information on our DSP-based audio
meters, offering a range of displays while conforming to IEC
standard ballistics. Logitek - digital with a better difference!
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New Products
Right-angle connectors
Andrew/Booth L12331,T2538

SureFlex connectors: The
excellent electrical performance
of a straight connector with the
mechanical advantages of a right-
angle connector. In tests, the
connectors provide an unprece-
dented return loss of 28dB or

better up to 2.5GHz. Significantly improves electrical performance by
minimizing signal reflection. Available on SureFlex case assemblies for '/2-,
3/8-, V4 -inch HELIAX Super -flexible foam dielectric cable.

800-DIAL-4-RF; fax 708-349-5444; www.andrew.com
Circle (252) on Free Info Card

Modular mixing surface
Klotz Digital/Booth M7173,
R3798
Vadis D.C. IL This newly de-
signed modular mixing surface for
the Vadis audio -media platform
has an open architecture. Pro-
vides a variable surface system for
broadcast mixers. It's a frame -
based system with add-on frames.
Available as a split console with optional touchscreen, and
removable power supply and an optional meterbridge.
678-966-9900; fax 678-966-9903; www.klotzdigitalcom; klotz_digItal_salesecompusenre.com

Circle (255) on Free Info Card

Analog studio mixers
Sennheiser Electronic/Booth L7530
Innova-Son Sensory Grand Live
Digital Console Series: Comprised
of three models, the Essential Live
console, the Grand Live Consoles and
the Digital live Console. The basic
model features 40 analog inic/line in-
puts under full digital control and eight
line -only inputs. Provides 48 inputs, 24
outputs and 20 aux buses, which are
switchable pre and post per channel.
Also has three master buses (left, right
and mono). With full digital snapshot
recall and reset capabilities, the line
maintains an analog feel with motor-
ized faders, knobs and switches. An
easy -to -use 63 -bar graphic display, plus
channel -to -channel copying, off-line
editing and patch settings simplifies
operation. The series has been ex-
panded to include 64 inputs/24 out-
puts/8 inserts and specially designed
automation software for theater use.

860-434-9190; fax 860-434-9022
www.sennheiserusa.com
lit@sennheiserusa.com

Circle (263) on Free Info Card

has an easily

Rewritable compact discs
HHB Communications/
Booth R2360

A CDRW80 and CDRW74: Fea-
ture wide power margins, ensuring
compatibility with a wide range of
professional CD recorders. A Silver -
Indium -Antimony -Tellurium phase -
change recording material delivers
more than 1,000 erase/record cycles
and a secure archival life in excess of
100 years.

310-319-1111; fax 310-319-1311
www.hhb.co.uk; salesehhbusa.com

Circle (260) on Free Info Card

Audio recording package
Microboards Technology/Booth S4572
Professional CD Factory 2000: Incorporates Sonic Foundry's CD Architect
and Sound Forge XP, track editing and audio premastering software and adds two
new pieces of software for the same price. The software additions are PlayWrite
MP3 software for MP3 to audio CD conversion on the fly and Microboard's
HotBum data premastering software for Windows. Includes a 16 -bit host adapter,
two pieces of Microboards CD -R media and an external SCSI cable.

612-470-1848: fax 612-470-1805
www.microboards.con; sales@ microboards corn

Circle (262) on Free Info Card

High-powered CE Series amplifier
Crown Broadcast/Booth R984

CE 4000: Incorpo-
rates the same Bal-
anced Current Ampli-
fier circuit design that
Crown first imple-
mented in its popular

K Series amplifiers. Uses a switching amplifier design rather than a linear
amplifier design. The amp's BCA topology delivers a high level of power
while generating just'/ro the heat of a conventional amplifier. A Switch Mode
power supply enables the amplifier to weigh only 34lbs. The power supply
also incorporates Power Factor Correction for global compatibility regardless
of the line voltage.

800-294-8050: fax 219-294-8222: www.crownbroadcast.com
Circle (253) on Free Info Card
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Acoustic ceiling
Acoustical Solutions/
Booth L7338

Sonex Contour Ceil-
ing Tile: The Contour line
is completely fiber free and
carries a Class 1 rating. Stan-
dard finish is a hypalon coat-
ing in white, gray or almond.
Tiles are 2' X 2' in size with
an overall thickness of 2 3/8

inches. MI styles have a 5/x -
inch thick backerboard and
are manufactured with a bev-
eled edge. Easy t -grid sus-
pension system installation.

800-782-5742; fax 804-346-8808
www.acousticalsolutions.com; info @ acousticalsolutions.com

Circle (261) on Free Into Card

Digital audio studio system
Broadcast Electronics/Booth 83682
Vault 2: From the makers of AudioVault, this system
maximizes existing resources and talents to collect,
manage and deliver content to their audiences. Offers
complete flexibility to fit in any environment. Uses a
completely open system, nonproprietary format with
robust LAN/WAN and Internet capabilities.

217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9607; www.bdcast.com
bdcast@bdcast.com

Circle (258) on Free Into Card

Expanded feature set
360 Systems/Booth R3163
V TCR/8: The TCR/8 synchronous master recorder is a
hard -disk digital audio recorder designed to provide mul-
tichannel audio acquisition and plavout for broadcast and

production
applications.
Provides a
measurable
20dB im-
provement
in SNR and
dynamic

range over conventional designs and offers bit -for -bit
reproduction of 24 -bit PCM, Dolby -E and AC -3 recordings.
Recordings can be stored on a 9GB internal hard disk,
250MB zip disks or DVD-RAM, all standard equipment.
Includes a DVD-RAM drive. DVD-RAM disks will hold up
to 10 hours of uncompressed 24 -bit audio with random
access. Has the ability to play back selected tracks in real
time. Now also features direct file interchange of WAVE
and SD -II files, multi -machine sync for up to 64 tracks,
complete time -code implementation, P2 VTR emulation,
cut -copy -paste editing, and hard lock to Digital Betacam
for tight sync during scrub -edits. Available in a version that
offers 96kHz and 88.2k1Iz sampling.

818-991-0360; fax 818-991-1360
www.360systems.com; info 0360systems.com

Circle (264) on Free Into Card

tiligiStor II is here!

An all new digital audio recorder
with dozens of uses!

Perfect fo- network news delay, traffic reports. translator IDs.
spot insert, call -in telephone infc lines. message -on -hold. news
& actuality lines, etc.

All the features of the "original" DigiStor, plus greatly improved
performance!

8 messages. 8 or 16 minutes recording time, 6.5 kHz
bandwidth. 6 OdB S/N. Phone coupler included.
In Stock.

11-E
HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
TEL: 626.355.3656
FAX: 626.355.0077
www.henryeng.com

Circle (163) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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On Air Digital USA,

introduces a new

Linux-based audio `{-
hard drive system.

ON AIR
DIGITAL USA

Makers o: the Ultimate Digital Studio

13370 Branch VIEW Lane #120  Dallas 10 15234

912.481.8100  912.481.9499 fax

infogonairma.com  www.onairusa.com

Contact us for more intormEtion abrut these other exciting new products

Radiosurto Explorer lilarp Player Waived or

I=M
111111=
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid /Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RE TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

r 7( 1
VISA

Circle (165) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

NEW MULTIFUNCTION LCD

AVCOM's PSA-65C
Portable Spectrum Analyzer

Microprocessor Controlled, 1-1250MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM's newest Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer, model

PSA-65C, incorporates a microprocessor and attractive multifunction,
backlit LCD, with an expanded frequency range from less than 1MHz to
over 1250MHz, for the amazing price of $ 2930.

AVCOM's new PSA-65C is a low cost general purpose spectrum
analyzer that's loaded with standard features including FM audio
demodulator, AM detector and digital frequency lock. The PSA-65C
covers frequencies thru 1250 MHz in one sweep with a sensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans. ThePSA-65C is ideally suited
for2-way radio, cellular, cable, satellite, LAN, surveillance, educational,
production and R&D work. Options include new 1250 MHz frequency
extenders, BNG-1000A tracking (noise) generator, log periodic anten-
nas, carrying case (AVSAC), and more.

r

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23236 USA

804-794-2500 FAX 804-794-8284

Phone, fax or write for more information or to order.
Visit our website at www.AVCOMofVA.com.

New Products
Remote on/off and EPO option
Pulizzi Engineering/Booth S3433

IP ji --  '0
... .

;11111111111111111111111L
A Latching control circuit: The latching contro
circuit for remote on/off and emergency power off
(EPO) requirements is now available in all applicable
power distribution systems and mating remote control
panels. Shown above, the TPC 2364 with latching.
800-870-2248; fax 714-641-9062; www.pulizzi.com; sales@pulizzi.com

Circle (266) on Free Info Card

compact hi -amplified monitor
JBL Professional/Booth M8632
ISR 25P: Features a 51A -inch woofer (100W) with non-
woven carbon fiber composite cone and a 1 -inch titani-
um composite diaphragm tweeter (50W) providing an
accurate reference for workstations and edit suites. Bi-
amplified design with 80W of low -frequency power and
40W of high -frequency power. Has front -panel volume
and power controls, integrated mounting points for
horizontal or vertical orientation, and is shielded for use
next to video monitors. Includes a built-in high pass for
use with the optional subwoofer.

800-852-5776; fax 818-830-1220; www.jblpro.com: info@jblpro.com
Circle (268) on Free Info Card

Multitrack recorder software updates
Otari/Booth L9741
V Radar II HDR Series: Version 2.07 software upgrade
includes several useful new features. The revision enables
the display of waveforms for audio levels above the Wave
Noise Floor defined in the project and
preference menus. These can be
viewed in detail using new
zoom and
scroll keys
defined
for the
RE841 re-
mote. A Zoom
Solo feature allows zoom-
ing to nonsequential track
groupings. This feature can be used incependently of
track soloing or the Solo Zoom Aucio preerence can be
enabled. In this mode, only tracks selected for Zoom Solo
will he heard

800-877-0577; fax 818-594-7208; www.otari.com: s iles ota ri.com
Circle (254) on Free Info Card

Correction:
In the February New Products section, the VocalistV2from Di',Tech

was identified as a Natural -sounding harmcnizer Tfx, DigiTech snit
should have been identified as a Natural -sour.dingharmony processor

The term Harmonizer is a registered traderrark of Eventide Inc. and
only Eventidemanufactures products underthe Harmon;zer brand.

Circle (166) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products
Power conditioning system
Staco Energy Products/Booth L5205

A Trolgard: The conditioning module is enclosed in a
19 -inch, 2RU enclosure and operates as a full-time, stand-
alone, power conditioner providing regulated output
voltage and frequency, harmonic filtration, plus sag, surge,
electrical noise and brownout protection. Equipped with
two ports for remote communications. If an application
requires blackout protection, the addition of an optional
battery pack and the rear -panel selection of UPS operating
mode converts the unit into a full -featured UPS. A simple
factory modification provides frequency conversion capa-
bilities in either the power conditioner or UPS operating
modes. Available in IkVA to 3kVA ratings, 120V or 240V.

937-253-1191; fax 937-253-1723; stacoenergy.com
salesestacoenergy.com

Circle (250) on Free Info Card

Network cabling solution
Belden/Booth L8478
Integrity: Jointly developed by Belden and Panduit
Network Connectivity Group, this cable is designed and
tested to surpass TIA/EIA standards. These channel
solutions are tested to provide 100 -percent throughput
with IEEE -compliant network electronics. Integrity UTP
solutions improve upon CAT -5e and CAT -6 standards in
terms of PowerSum ACR, Return Loss and PowerSum
ELFEXT. Four main channel solution packages are being
offered; all come with all cabling and connectivity
products required for successful installation.

800-BELDEN1; fax 765-983-5294; www.belden.com
infoebelden.emailcom

Circle (257) on Free Info Card

Multifunction audio processor
Lectrosonics/Booth L5812
DSP4/ 4: A four input, four output processor with 12 filters
per channel for EQ, notch filtering, high and low pass
filters, feedback extermination, compressor/limiter and
182ms of delay per channel. There are eight memory
presets and the unit can lx controlled via RS232.

800-821-1121; fax 505-892-6243
www.lectrosonics.com;sales@lectrosonics.com

Circle (272) on Free info Card

Audio press -feed system
Opamp Labs/Booth L10073
Pr. A -48/B: This 1 -

in (mic/line) bal-
anced/48-out
(mic/line) bal-
anced audio press -
feed system fea-
tures a line input
impedance of
10kil and a mic
impedance of
20011 as well as XLR connectors. Transfer bandwidth is
30kHz to 20kHz (±2db). Mic gain is up to 90dB; line gain
is 0dB to 30dB.

323-934-3566; fax 323-462-6490
www.cpamplabs.com;bel@opemplabs.com

Circle (267) on Free Info Card

The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Clear Channel Coast to Coast

Circle (111) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

World Class FM Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even :he bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constru:ted of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

A ARMSTRONG
Aka.

Total RF Systems Solutions
Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972

e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.

Circle (167) on Free Info Card or go to www beradio.com
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New Products
MS router
ADC Telecommunications/
Booth L10982
Envoy7256: Available in synchronous,
asynchronous and time -code conffgu-
rtions. 2%X 256 AES router in 14RU.
Input expansion is in blocks of 16,
output blocks are by 16. Optional
redundant power supply and control
card. Controllable by the ENVY control
system and other major control sys-
tems. Expandable to 1024 X 1024 with-
out input distribution amplifiers (sync
only). Modules can he hot -swapped.
800-366-3891; fax 612-946-3292; www.adc.com

Circle (265) on Free Info Card

Powered monitor speaker
Yamaha

MSP5/10: Features high-performance built-
in biamplification. Has a 120W power amplifier
for the low/mid driver and a 60W power ampli-
fier for the tweeter. The driver's 8 -inch woofer
and 1 -inch titanium dome tweeter are new
designs that feature advanced magnetic struc-
tures that achieve exceptionally low distrortion.
The tweeter operates in conjunction with a
unique waveguide horn that achieves broad,
uniform high -frequency dispersion for optimum balance regardless of
listening position. Advanced driver and enclosure design also ensures
smooth, uniform dispersion across the system's full reproduction range.

714-522-9011; fax 714-522-9522; www.yamaha.com/proaudio
Circle (274) on Free Info Card

Standalone CD duplicator
Discmatic

Onyx: This multidrive unit features a propri-
etary autoloading mechanism. It is a 100 -disc
machine that supports up to four 8 X drives. Offers
on -the -fly CD -to -CD copying, batch copying and
the option of adding a dedicated CD-ROM reader.
Equipped with four 8 x drives, it can duplicate 24
full CDs (Thmin of audio/650MB of data) per hour.

800-422-6707; fax 516-894-9700
www.discmatic.com

Circle (275) on Free Info Card

Carry -on equipment case
Porter Case/Booth M8947
1504 Elite: Designed to roll under an
airline seat. Has softer 4 -inch ball
bearing wheels, padded 43 -inch tri-
ple extension handle and combina-
tion lock. Available in 4 models: Stan-
dard Elite. Computer Elite. LCD/AV
Elite, and Foam Elite.

800-356-8348; fax 219-289-2747
www.portercase.com:garypond@portercase.com

Circle (273) on Free Info Card

ULTRA -CLEAN PROCESSING

- 111..TAMQ119 '   /041110.x'0'0'

The Ultramod FM is a self contained split -band stereo

FM processor, with an input AGC, a split -band

compressor -expander and an

ultra transparent digital stereo generator.

Also includes a built-in composite compressor.

Designed to help you compete in your

market at a price you will like.

Contact us for details or call your dealer.

www.broadcasttech.cor

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751  Lamar, CO 81052  (719) 336-3902  Fax: (719) 336-9473

Cornplette
Solution...

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.

as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

AT/ILINTM
with modem and voice support

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

Circle (168) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products
Large -diaphragm capacitor mic
Audio-Technica/Booth R2970
V AT4047/SV: Features a transform-
er -coupled output and uses dual, gold-
plated and aged large diaphragms for
extended frequency response (20Hz
to 18kHz), low self -noise (9dB SPL), a
wide dynamic range (140dB, 1kHz),
and the ability to handle high SPLs (up

to 149d13. 1kHz at 1 percent THD).
Delivers a wartn, natural sound with-
out sacrificing high -frequency perfor-
mance. Includes a switchable 80Hz
hi -pass filter and 10dR pad.
330-686-2600: fax 330-686-0719: www.audio-

technica.com:pro@atus.com
Circle (269) on Free Info Card

Instant shelter
E -Z UP International/Booth R3395

A Hut: Known for its large graphics
area, the shelter helps stations estab-
lish a market presence for on -site
locations, remotes and broadcast
events with screen -printed station
logos, graphics ad slogans. Features a
patented, scissors -action truss sys-
tem with a unique new gabled -top
design that increases visibility. Also
features a white powder -coated frame
that sets up in seconds on any sur-
face without the use of ropes or
poles. Available in four sizes (8' X 8'.
10' X 10'. 10' X 15', and 10' X 20' ).

800 -45 -SHADE; fax 909-781-0586
www.ezup.com: info@ezup.com

Circle (251) on Free Info Card

Digital stereo monitor
Genelec 'Cry/Booth R1393, M7672

202913: An XLR, AES/EBU 24-bit/96kHz ver-
sion of the 2029A. The monitor supports the
same modes of operation, including use in
monitoring systems with a Genelec 1091A sub -
woofer. Ideal for direct connection to online and off-line editing systems.
Comprised of one right master speaker and one left slave speaker. Stereo level
adjustment is controlled by a single volume knob on the right master speaker.
Designed to accept either AES digital audio data through an XLR connector
mounted into the right master speaker or conventional analog audio inputs.

+35 87 71 33 11; fax +35 81 78 12 267; www.genelec.corn
Circle (276) on Free Info Card

Siccess depends on how well you listen. And how good you sound.

Fir mr a thcade the designing minds at AudioScien:e hake been

respo-sible for Tore digital audio adapter innovation than
anyme else it the business. So Listen Loud. Listen Clea /
Fric demand d-gital audio peripherals from AudioScierce.
CaL 302-224-5333 or visit www.audioscience.coir.

SO.00' iW/01I/WotOr
SOO.? f.resArnrcle

www.beradio.com

See us at NAB Booth t R795
Circle (170) 01 Free Info Card or go sc www.t eradio corn
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New Products
CD -R duplicator/printer
MediaFORM/Booth M7670
7CD-3706P: Simultaneously dupli-
cates six CD -Rs and then automati-
cally print your custom image with a
thermal transfer printer. The unit has
the capacity to duplicate and print
up to 200 CD -Rs unattended. Pro-

vides simple operation and delivers
exact hit -for -bit copies of your data
or pro -audio CDs. Detects defective
blank media and places them in a
separate reject area. The internal
thermal transfer printer will automat-
ically print on any surface CD -R,
creating custom, professional CDs.

800-220-1215; fax 610-458-9554
www.mediaform.com; InfoOmediaform.com

Circle (259) on Free Info Card

Turntables
Denon Electronics

DP-DJ150 and 100: Two
new quartz synthesized direct
drive turntables. The DP -DJ
150 is equipped with a S/
PDIF coaxial digital output,
which enables direct recording to a digital storage medium (MD, CD -R, DAT,
hard disk) while preserving the highest sound quality. The DP-DJ100 uses
a bidirectional servo control direct drive motor with single -body construction
to deliver a startup torque of 12.2') pounds per inch.

973-575-7810; fax 973-396-7459; www.denon.com
Circle (277) on Free Info Card

Audio hard -drive playback
system
On Air Digital USA/Booth R694
Linux-based RadioSuite: Features
software MPEG layer 2/3/3 (VBR)
decoders for both MPEG and WAVE file
capabilities, with off -the -shelf compo-
nents. Drivers for both consumer and
professional cards are available. Also
features the ability to work in conjunc-
tion with Windows -based WAVE and
\IPEG editors and CD Rippers.

972-481-8700; fax 972-481-9499
www.onairusa.com; infoOonairusa.com

Circle (270) on Free Info Card

GSC3000 software package
Gentner/Booth R1581
Lynx: This Windows -Erased software
package improves the functionality
of the GSC3000 by letting the user
preschedule tasks such as logging and
capturing stored data, printing reports
and configuring user -defined jobs.
Allows for user viewing of historical
information from any networked
GSC3000 unit. Available to current
users in ,in easy upgrade path.

800-945-7730; fax 801-977-0087
www.gentner.com;bcastinfoOgentner.com

Circle (256) on Free Info Card

SuPE71,07,Rwacicalt PTOduCL.
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices
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Transmitters

$34,990.00

On site check out by factory personal available

High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty

watt
5,00 watt

20,000 watt $37,990.00

Factory Service

1,000 watt

watt
watt

$18.990.00
10,000 wa $24,990.00
15,000

$11.990.00
$5,990.00

2,500

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt $2.800.00 2.000 watt $12.900.00
300 watt $3.500.00 3.000 watt $19.990.00
1 000 watt 57.990 00 5.000 watt $29.990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt $995.00
300 watt $1.790.00
500 watt 52.990 00

FM Antennas
All Power Levels 500 watts

to 20,000 watts per bay
As low as 5395.00 per bay

'11c1111aCjainot-'''''
111

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FM STL
Both Transmitter

and Receiver
$3,500.00

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326 Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958

Circle (171) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

Visit Us At NAB Booth #R1074!
> Superior Engineering

 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (173) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

TRANSCOM CORP.
Servin. the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE AT
www.amfmtv.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@trcorp.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

100 W
I KW
2 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

985 Harris FM 100K
981 Harris FM 1K
996 BE FM 2C Solid State
976 Collins 831D
984 Harris FM 2.5K

3 KW FM 975 CSI FM 30001-
5 KW FM 989 Harris HT -5
5 KW FM 976 RCA BTF 5E1
5 KW FM 967 Collins 830E
6 KW FM 994 Henry 6000D

z 20 KW
25 KW

FM
FM

984 Continental 816R2A
981 Harris FM 25K

25 KW FM 987 Collins 83IG2C
30 KW FM 986 BE FM 30A

I KW AM 1979 Harris MW IA

cf)
I KW
I KW

AM 1979 Harris MWIA
AM 1993 Continental 3I4T

vai Solid State
I KW AM 1995 Nautel ND -1
5 KW AM 1981 Harris MW5A

Qr g 5 KW AM 1984 Harris SX5
10 KW AM 1978 Harris BC 10H
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
8(X)-441-8454 .215-938-7304. FAX No. 215-938-7361

Circle (174) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

111:17:117/1171:1717:711717121117_

Get up to 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis

Auto answer & disconnect.
2audio busses for mass feeds.

Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.
Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.

',- Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for ring.

clipping. power & online.
Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals

11 fl n n rl I)

Cw
1_11J1-1UUUU

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for about S200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

Circle (175) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

E[11110LOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

ermail:sales@studiotechnology.com
www.studiotechnoldipm

Circle (176) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality. removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 1204

Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

INIlmomm111111
10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

111111mmillMir
8x1 DAS

Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.
2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

6X1G

Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1

Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video. or AES/EBU outputs. or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com Email: btig broadcasttools com Voice. 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools  
92 BE Radio A iiii 2000
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GET TODAY'S BEST DEALS!
IN QUALITY MODULAR STUDIO FURNITURE!

CALL SPACEWISE DIRECT FIRST!

SEVERAL GREAT LINES OF QUALITY SYSTEMS -
TO FIT ANY BUDGET'

 QUALITY COMPONENTS AND WORKMANSHIP IN EVERY
SYSTEM!

 PERSONAL ATTENTION FOR EACH CUSTOMERS
SPECIFIC NEEDS,

 SAFE AND TIMELY SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR OUR
GUS TOINFRS,

CALL US for a FREE con mation package 800-775-3660

SPACEWISE BROADCAST FURNITURE INC.

**the Broadcasters Furniture Store'.
(NOW IN OUR 5TH YEAR)

WEB www. spacewise.com E-mail saacewise@mciworld.com
FAX: 480-704-6149

Circle (179) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

MOUSER
E L E C T R O N I C S

www.mouser.com
sales@mouser.com

MORE THAN
90,000 ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS
INCLUDING:

 Cases  Cabinets

 Racks  Handles

 Hardware

 Accessories  Knobs

 Wire  Cable

 Connectors  Power

Conditioning Equip.

800-346-6813
fax: 811-483-6899

Gotham

3 L1GLE

Swilchcrafr

Iffleirt/kr

MAIEL.17-1=lirc

JEAN ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

Your complete products
and services provider.

 FM Antennas

i, Mounting

Systems

 Filters

 Towers

 Monopoles

 Lightning

Protection

 Grounding
Systems

Structural

Ananlysis

 Installation &
Services

ii

Electronic Research, Inc.
812-925-6000

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERIinc.com

Circle (180) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.COM
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Check out BE Radio's
website at www.beradio.com

Check out page 7 to

see what's hot

from COMREX!
Circle (185) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

No available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are

transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage

25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: vw Ai w.gorman-redlich.com I. -mail: ji nig a Borman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesi;:ed
I 11 dhzitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. Character generators.
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THE ANTENNA IS DH!
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
WHAT MORE COULD

YOU ASK FOR?

3m Antenna
w/48" Ring Mount

1111,*

Quick Delivey!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered Right To The Job Sitel
Call Now!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Prairie du Chien. 111.4 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Internet designhomes com/dhsat html corn

Talent in... Caller Out
it's that Simple

innkeeper 1

Digital Hybrid

The perfect hybrid for analog
telephone lines. Innkeeper 1 gives
you true separation of send and
receive audio. 19' rack mount or 11"
desktop version.

JK Audio RemoteBroadcast Gear

800-552-8346 Fax: 815-786-8502
815-786-2929 www.jkaudio.com

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

cater 3-I) terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longle) -
Rice, TIREM, FTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot 511 paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datehases and more!

oft
800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

Circle (182) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com

Circle (183) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com

Circle (181) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Hamad( Engineering, Inc.

1

Accurate Engineerr,; . ,,lcasters

I IAI1NACK

Kirk Harnack
(800) 366-7618

kirk@harnack.com
www.harnack.com

lrAli"grr'I
AppliedWireless
Kevin McNamara
Presulent & CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
. . providing options

PO Boa 926
New Market. MO 217 :

lel.: 301 865 1011
tax.: 301 865 4422
email: keonmcdapplieclwtreiessmc

www appliedwileleswc

JOHN H. BATHSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD 1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave
Peoria. Illinois 61604

1309)673-7511
FAX (309)673-8128
Member AFCCE

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25,
Available in loose-leaf print.
disk, and CD-ROM.

26,
73,

27,
74,

Call 800-255-8131. 79, 101

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

DA.
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HELP WANTED

cbsi
Custom BLISMCSS Systems Intl

Join CBSI, Custom Business Systems. Intl. (a division of Wicks Broadcast Solutions.

LLC) - the leader in the radio broadcast computer systems industry. We have immediate

openings in the following categories:

Regional Sales Managers - Join the leader selling dynamic business solutions

for broadcasters. Candidates will have demonstrated success in the broadcast

industry managing sales and or general business of radio station operations.

Successful candidate will have a strong knowledge of computers, proven sales

techniques, follow through for clients and possess an impeccable customer service

attitude.

Customer Relations/Inside Sales - Come to the beautiful Oregon coast...enjoy

ocean breezes and mountain sunrises. Ensure that our clients get the most from

the most advanced radio business software available....and be working toward a

move to a position as a Regional Sales Manager. Avoid the "consolidation

crunch", put your minimum of five years radio experience and strong knowledge

of computers to work for the best.
DIGITAL

Is Digital Audio your favorite topic? Do you understand live assist,

audio compression and PC networking?

1711111...1
DWI V

Installation Support Technician Duties include digital equipment installation,

training and follow up to customers ongoing questions and needs. Radio engineer

ing functions are essential.

Position is based from Reedsport. Oregon on the beautiful Oregon Coast and will travel

extensively both in the US and Internationally.

Regional Sales Managers will have demonstrated success in selling digital

audio, live assist and automation systems, particularly in a group environment.

Candidates will have demonstrated success in broadcast industry managing sales

and or general business of radio station operations or experience selling digital

audio products. We are looking for people who have a strong knowledge of

computers. proven sales techniques, follow through for clients and possess an

impeccable work ethic and customer service attitude.

CBSI has been chosen as "one of the best companies to work for in 2000" by Oregaon

Business Magazine, March 2000 issue.

We offer a competitive compensation, benefits

package including 401-(k) match & relocation

assistance. For immediate consideration.

please contact us

Custom Business Systems. Inc.
Attn: HR Manager

PO Box 67, Reedsport, OR 97467

E-mail: HR@cbsi.org www.cbsi.org

Fax: 541-271-1401

Services

II-IffeELECTRONICS
RESEARCH, IN('.

ER1" 812-925.6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERlinc.coni

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

, , Npi, it .11..n and Void I vtwo
 Frequency Searches and Cooldlnal,,,,

 AATTAVCATV Illt IPTV
 EMC Test ICC And F uropc.in 111(1 I OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

corn 1-800-797-1338 Fa. (612)7854631
t.,19. ST NE. Blaine, MN 55449 (612)7854115 Member RECCE

For Sale

ANALOG
AMPEX 8,

SCULLY PARTS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

Brian Huber
800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager
r1 f1

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
800-896-9939
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Advertiser Index
I*

Numb=

&sat
Sento.

Nunsho

Adveniscr
I Iodine

Reniv

Nr Service
Number Number

Advertiser
!Iodine

Antenna Concepts 64 150 530-621-2015 Media Form 48 135 .. 800-220-1215

Antex Electronics 77 160 800-338-4231 Mediatouch 32 125 .... 204-786-3994

Aphex Systems 33 126 818-767-2929 Moseley Assoc. 53 140 .. 805-968-9621

Armstrong Transmitters ... 87 167 315-673-1269 Mouser Electronics 93 178 817-483-6813

Arrakis Systems 17 114 970-224-2248 Musicam 25 120 .. 732-739-5600

Audemat 14 112.. +3355/928933 musicmusicmusic 39 128 .. 416-537-2165

Audioscience 89 170.. 302-324-5333 Nagra USA 58 145 .. 615-726-5191

Avcom 86 166 804-794-2500 Nautel Electronics 57 144 .. 902-823-2233

Broadcast Electronics 15 113 217-224-9600 Neumann 73 157 .... 860-434-5220

Broadcast Electronics 51 138 217-224-9600 NPR Satellite Sery 13 110.. 202-414-2620

Broadcast Software Intl 22 118 .. 888-BSI-USA1 NSN Network Sery 76 159 .. 303-925-'708

Bnicst Supply Worldwide 59 146 .. 800-426-8434 OMBAmerica 71 156 .... 305-477-0974

Broadcast Technology . 88 168 .. 719-336-3902 On Air Digital USA 85 164.. 972-481-8700

Broadcast Tools 92 177 360-428-6099 Prophet Systems 10 108 .. 877-774-1010

Broadcasters Gen Store 31 123.. 352-622-7700 OSC Audio Products 63 142.. 714-754-6175

Cartworks 46 133.. 601-853-9976 Radio Design Labs .. 78 161 .. 805-684-5415

Circuit Research Labs 29 122 602-438-0888 Radio Soft 30 124 .. 904-426-2521

Circurtwerkes 92 175 'IC2-335-6555 Radio Systems 40 129 .. 856-467-8000

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc. 86 165 800 -COAXIAL RF Specialties 54 141 .. 816-628-5959

ComrexCorp. 7 106 800-237-1776 SBS 27 121

Comrex Corp. 41 130 800-237-1776 Scott Studios Corp. 67 153 800-726-8877

Comrex Corp 94 185 800-237-1776 Shively Labs 91 173 207-647-1'197

Crown Broadcast 11 109 219-294-8000 Sierra Automated Sys 49 136.... 818-840-6749

D H Satellite 95 182 .. 608-326-8406 Silicon Valley Pwr Amp 28 189.. 408-986-9700

Digigram 62 158 703-875-9100 Sine Systems 50 147 . 615-228-3500

Electronic Assoc. 88 169.. 915-595-3103 Smarts Broadcast 45 132 .... 800-747-6278

Energy-Onix 47 134.. 518-758-1690 SondexIndependent Audio 66 152.. 207-773-2424

ER I-Elec.Research Inc 93 180.. 812-925-6000 Soundelux Microphones 99 102.. 323-464-9601

ESE 91 172 310-V2-2136 Spacewise 93 179.. 800-775-3660

Fairlight USA 43 131 Studio Pro 2000 74

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 94 184 740-593-3150 Studio Technology 92 176 800-676-0216

Haller Pro 23 119 480-967-3565 Supenor Broadcast Prod 90 171 972-473-2577

Harris Corp/Enco 3 104 8034322-0022 Superscope Tech 65 151 630-820-4800

Henry Engineering 85 163 626-355-3656 Svetlana Electron 78 162 650-233-0429

Hero Radio 19 116.. 972-447-9115 Telos Systems 21 117 216-241-7225

Industry Click 34 127 816-300-0323 TieLine 75 149 765-747-6957

Industry Click 55 188 816-300-0323 Transcorn Corp. 91 174 . 800-441-8454

Industry Click 69 155 816-300-0323 USA Digital Radio.....,. 35-38 410-872-1530

lnovonics 68 154 800-733-0552 V -Soft Communications 95 181 .... 319-266-8402

Intermax 56 143 314-345-1030 Wheatstone Corporation 2 101 .... 252-638-7030

J K Audio 50 148 800-JKA-UDIO Wheatstone Corporation 100 103 252-638-7000

JK Audio 95 183.. 800-JKA-UDIO Windows to the Web . 28,83 913-967-1848

Kintronic Labs 18 115 423-878-3141 Wtreready 12.20,87 111 . 803-833-4459

Klotz Digital 9 107 678-966-9900 360 Systems 5 105 818-991-0360

Logitek 52 139 .... 800-231-5870

Sales Offices
NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL

Steven Bell
9800 Metcalf Avenue
Overland Park. KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-1900
E-mail: steven_bellPintertec.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Brian 1ln her
/elepirone: (800) 896-993"
(913) 967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
E-mail brian_huber@intertec.com

REGIONAL MKTNG MGR
Anna Banne.tcr
9800 Metcdt Avenue
Overlanc Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1947
Fax: (913) 967-1901
E-mail: anru_bannistergintertec.com

LIST RENT4L SERVICES
Lori Christi!
Telephone: 913) 967-1875
Fax: (913) 967-1897

Jenny Eisele (Editorial Reprints)
Telephone: (913) 967-1966
Fax: (913) 967-1898
E-mail: jcn iy_eisele@intertec.com

BEzmac,
www. beradio. corn

EDITORIAL
Limas schcrer, LIRE. Liao,
Skip Piaai, Exersoticr Editor
John H. Bartison, P.E.. Technical labia, 1,1

loan Martin. Allethlie Editor

ART
I Finn -. 'r -r Merrier

BUSINESS
Dennis I 'Iola. ,r, -up l'unbrher
Rachelle 'lhornas, llarretnur Director
Kathy Lewis. Advertning (,sere/nunor
Stay Ntachell. (.7.nufied Ativernung Coordinator
Sherri Groot', Corporal., urculation 1),m -tor
Gayle Hutchens. tarrulatton Manager
nrourner Sender 914.967- 1'11 or 800.441-0294

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Kevin McNamara. Cti F., Computer 1 nhnology
Kirk Flarnack, Contract Engineering
Russ Berger. Brawn -art ehou,no
Donald I.. Markley, P.E.. Tram...Ion Earthrm
Yasmin Hashmi, internanonal ( ',respondent
Stella Plumbridgc, European Correrpondent

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

 A"'""` '"
 ARMA

VBPA

Intertec Publishing Corporation

Doug Groom& Corporate treattor

PRIMEDIA 3usiness-to-Business Group

PRIMEDIA Inc.
Ions Rogers. C, -airman and CL()
Chad, Mr Co rev,PresidentIt.I Chairman

BE RADIO .,N 1081-3357) is published monthly and
mailed ties to qualified recipients by INTERTEC. 9800
Metcalf. Overland Park, KS 66212-2215. Non -qualified
persons may subscribe at the following rates: USA and
Canada. one year, $45.00; all other countries, one year.
$60.00 (surface mail), $100.00 (air mail). Single copy
price. $10.00. Periodicals postage paid at Shawnee
Mission. KS, and additional mailing offices. Canada Post
International Publications Mail (Canadian Distribution)
Sales Agreement No. 0956244. POSTMASTER: Send
address change.. to BE Radio. P.O. Boo 12937. Overland
Park. KS 66282-2937.
BE RaMe, is mil ted for corporate management. technical ma nage-
mentiengineeringand operations and station 10,0141WMC111 at radio
stations and recording studios. Qualified persons also include
consultants. coy tract engineers and dealer/distributors of radio
broadcast equipment.
Inserter, Publishing makes pinions of our subscriber lists available
to carefully screened companies that offer products and services
directly related ar the industries we Lover. Any subscriber who
does not want 10 receive mailings from third -party companies
should contact the !menet subscriber service department at 800-
44 I -0294 or 913-967-1707.

PHOTOCOPY RIGHTS
, . s tor internal or personal use. or

III(' 111.111.11 oi per ow of specific clients, is granted by
I NTERTEC provided that the base fee of U.S. $2.25 per copy,
plus U.S. $00.00 per page is paid to Copyright Clearance
Center. 222 Rassymod Drive, Danvers. MA01923. lire fee code
for users of the Transactional Reporting Service is ISSN I 081-
3357/1999S2.25.00.00.
Fur those organizations that have been granted a photocopy
license by Ca.:. a separate system of payment has been ar-
ranged. Prior to photocopying items for educational slassroom
use, contact CCC at 978-750-8400.
Organizationsor individuals with large quantiry photocopy or
reprint requirements should contact Jenny Eisele, 913-967-
1966. Microfilm copies of BE Radio are available by calling/
writing Bell &Howell Info & Learning, 300 N. Zech Rd. P.O.
Box 1146..411e Arbor. M1481% ;46. Phone:313-761-4700

CORRESPONDENCE
9800 Metcalf, Overland Park. KS

of s4 I -1300; Edit. Far 6-913-9 ions.
Fax:') 1904.

0 1999 by INTERTEC. All rights reserved.

INTERTECPUBLISHING
A PNIMEDIA COMPANY
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Life in the postLPFM world
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

The recent and ongoing proceedings on low -power
FM broadcasting (LPFM) have prompted the airing
of many divergent views on these pages and

elsewhere. In sorting through this multifaceted discus-
sion, I have been trying to get a mental picture of what life
would (will?) be like in an LPFM-deployed
world. It's not a pretty sight.

First, the ostensible goal of using ne \\
LPFM rules to balance the massive consul
idation engendered by previous regular(
ry change is not likely to be achieved.
LPFM will not result in a general triumph of

the unserved or

or reliable equipment. The result could be a flock of
new, technically inferior services - hardly likely to be
appreciated by an increasingly quality -savvy public. At
worst, improperly run LPFMs could cause localized
interference to other established services (a frequently

Keeping these new services I
going over time is unlikely to be
a very viable business, so the
motivation will have to come
either from personal vanity or

religious zeal.

underserved. While there may
be a few valuable new services
established in small markets or
rural communities, these will
likely be the exception, not the
rule. Far more likely is the pro-
liferation of many new religious
broadcast outlets and even less
desirable developments (e.g.,
the personal aggrandizement of
narcissistic individuals, or the
airing of racist diatribes). This

may all be part of the price paid for the gift of free
speech, but it's ultimately unlikely to improve the
cultural conversation or value of the FM band.

The key to understanding this comes from the support
system. What is the revenue model for these new
stations? There are very few available slots in highly
populated areas, and all LPFM stations must be run non -
commercially. Keeping these new services going over
time is unlikely to be a very viable business, so the
motivation will have to come either from personal vanity
or religious zeal. We can hope there will be at least a few
zealots of another sort, such as those who are truly
committed to running a unique local broadcast service,
but realistically speaking, this is far less likely, particu-
larly over the long term.

Tarred by the same brush
Second, how probable is it that these shoestring

operations will be competently operated? Yes, some
reputable broadcast equipment outfitters are jumping
into the turnkey LPFM business, but even the latest
hardware will require some maintenance, and it's a safe
bet that most LPFMs will not be using the most recent

cited anti-LPFM ar-
gument), but I'm
more concerned
about LPFM's aggre-
gate potential to
downgrade general
audience percep-
tions of FM service,

at a time when other new, higher -quality competitive
services are emerging.
Third, if there is still a chance that IBOC-FM DAB can

work, LPFM doesn't make it any easier. As some have
suggested, a better technical plan would have been to
settle IBOC first, then work on LPFM. Politically, of
course, the opposite priorities were more advanta-
geous - and ultimately, LPFM is about politics. (Some
analysts feel that FCC Chairman Kennard is making
LPFM a signature political achievement as part of his
maneuvering for a future judgeship appointment.)

Wrong place, wrong time
Finally, in an age of burgeoning Internet connectivity,

including emerging mobile and broadband services, it
makes far more sense for narrowcast interests to deliver
their content online rather than on -air via such limited
means as LPFM. By the time LPFMs become common,
Internet audio delivery will have grown to a point at
which its cumulative audience will likely never be
matched by even the rosiest of cumulative LPFM
listenership projections. Coverage and cost -per -listen-
er will be far more advantageous to would-be broad-
casters in the online environment, offering a much
lower barrier to entry, better access to targeted audi-
ences, and freedom from regulation when compared
with any LPFM circumstance.

So, while many of us agree that LPFM isn't a benefi-
cial development, its most damaging elements may
turn out to be something other than the problems that
are most commonly cited today. Meanwhile, while
others may think LPFM seems like a good idea now,
they might not continue to feel that way after seeing
what happens a few years after its deployment. Be
careful what you wish for.
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The Leading LOGE
WHEATSTONE'S D-600 is the DIGITAL

CONSOLE with the features you NEED!
It can control our digital AES routing switcher and

display source information right above each
fader. It can receive serial commands
from your station's auto-
mation system,
displaying
track and cut
IDs; it can even
store and recall
channel setups
directly from its
control surface
-all without the
use of an external PC.

Each individual channel can have multiple para-
metric equalization, limiting, ducking and digital gain
settings-complete with preset recall-a great feature
for your production suite or demanding on -air talent.

Its LED metering system provides dual readouts
showing full scale digital peak and calibrated VU or PPM

ballistics, so you can derive maximum
benefit from its 24 -bit architecture. You

can even have in -line channel VU and
gain reduction metering!

The D-600
allows you to
smoothly

transition into
digital technology

without upsetting
your entire organization

and retraining your whole
staff. THIS IS A TRULY

EXCITING CONSOLE!
Advanced technology,

system integration and high reliability
WHEATSTONE has the LEADING EDGE!

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857
email: sales@wheatstone.com

Coriorc)tiC,C)
600 Industrial Drve, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562

Circle (103) on Free Info Card or online at www.bsradio.com




